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Pneface

Many teachers have said that it would be useful {or students to
lrave a grade-by-grade presentation of the basic facts of music
llreory, particularly one in a pocket-size format. Firsf Sfeps in
Music Theory has been written in response to this need.

trirsf Steps in Music Theory is meant as a support for the
other Associated Board theory publications - The AB Guide to
Music Theory and Grades 1 to 5 of Music Theory in Practice

not as a substitute for them. It deals simply with things which
rnust be known. Matters such as clefs, scales, key signatures,
irrtervals, time values, time signatures, and the grouping of
notes and rests need to be known and understood because they
.rre essential elements of music. It is, of course, for this reason

llrat the majority of questions in the Associated Board Grades 1

lo 5 theory examinations deal with these elements. Questions
which require greater musical creativity and insight, such as

r:omposing answering rhythms, recognising phrase patterns
,rnd setting words to music, are dealt with extensively at the
,rppropriate places in Music Theory in Practice and are not
covered here.

It is important to note how this book complements both The
AB Guide to Music Theory and Grades 1 to 5 of Music Theory
in Practice. Although The AB Guide includes all the information
required for the Associated Board's theory examinations, it was
not intended for examination candidates alone, and it is not
broken up into grades. Music Theory in Practice, on the other
hand, was specifically designed as a series of workbooks leading

lo the various grades of the theory examinations. It assumes that
students will have studied the relevant sections oI The AB Guide,
and is mainly concerned with advice on how to set about



Prefoce

answering the types of questions set in the examinations, and

with providing exercises for practice.

Firsf Steps in Music Theory will, I hope, prove to be

invaluable to music students of all ages and abilities while fulfitling

its primary function o{ providing support for the preparation of

the first five grades of music theory examinations.

Eric Taylor

Grade 1

l'cople often tap their feet'in time' when they are listening to a

lricce of music, especially if it is a march or a dance. They are
l,)pping the steady beats of the music. In Grade 1, beats are
slrown like this:J I ) ) ) ) J ] These signs are called

crotchets or'quarter notes'. A slightly different sign, J, is used

lor a sound which lasts as long as foo crotchets. It is called a

rninim or'half note'. A sound which lasts as long as /our
r'rotchets is written . : this is a semibreve or 'whole note'. Here
crotchets, minims and semibreves are lined up together:

rrotchets(quarternotes) J ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )

rninims (half notes)

rcmibreves (whole notes) o o o

A semibreve lasts as long as two minims or four crotchets, or we
( ,ln say that a semibreve has the same 'time value' as two
rrrinims or four crotchets. Therefore a minim has the same

lirrre value as two crotchets, but only half the time value of a
,;cmibreve.

Ilt:ats in music form groups - most commonly, groups of two,
llrree or four. The first beat in each group is felt to be a little
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stronger than the others. When they are written down, an

upright line is placed at the end of each group:

J J IJ J IJ J IJ J IJ J IJ J I

) ) J lJ ) ) lJ ) ) lJ ) ) I

) ) ) ) lJ ) ) J lJ ) ) J I

The groups are bars or 'measures', and the upright lines are bar
lines. Remember that it is the first beat in each bar, the beat alter

the bar line, which is felt to be a little stronger than the others'

At the beginning of a piece of music there is a time signa-

ture. In Grade 1, three time signatures are used: f , f and ft . ln

each case, the top figure shows how many beats there will be in

a bar. The bottom figure shows u)hat kind of beats they will be.

Crotchet (quarter note) beats are shown by the figure a, so:

f means two crotchet beats in a bar

?r) J IJ J IJ J I

fl means three crotchet beats in a bar

7,) ) ) lJ ) ) lJ ) ) I

t, means four crotchet beats in a bar

t) ) ) J lJ ) ) J lJ ) ) J I

ftis oftencalled 'common time', and instead of ftthe sign C may

be used. However, C is not a capital C: it is a sign which has

survived from an early and different system o{ writing time

signatures.l

I See The AB Guide to Music Theory, Part l, 7/2. ?, ) .r: I J-J-r: I

Section 3

A bar may include notes longer or shorter than one-beat

notes, provided they all add up to the number of beats given in
the time signature. These bars use all the time values which we

have seen so far:

?,) )l) I 2) ) )l) J lJ ) I

t))))l) ) l) ))l)) J l. I

Grade 1 also uses time values shorter than crotchets. The
quaver or 'eighth note', ), lasts only half the length of a

crotchet. The semiquaver or 'sixteenth note', .N, lasts only a
quarter of the length of a crotchet. In other words, two quavers

last as long as a crotchet, and so do four semiquavers.

7,) J lJ ))lJ I

7-) ) ) lJ ))J l.f)))J l))J I

?,) J lJ .N).N.N|).N.N))l) I

A different way of writing quavers is normally used when there

are two or more of them together in a bar. For example,

7-) ))l))))l
would usually be written
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Semiquavers too may be written dif{erently: for example,

?, ) .N.N.N.N| mavbecome ?t ) ffil
Notes which are joined together in this way are said to be

'beamed' together. We shall go into more detail about this Iater

on (see Section 18).

Music is made out of fixed sounds like those produced by the

keys on a keyboard. Each key produces its own sound - a sound

which is higher or lower than the sounds produced by any o{ the

other keys - and it always produces the same sound. Di{ferent

types of instrument produce their sounds in different ways but it

is easiest to understand how musical notes are arranged and

named by looking at a keyboard. This is because on a keyboard

the keys produce notes in ascending order, starting with the

lowest note on the left and finishing with the highest note on the

right. The notes are named after the first seven letters of the

alphabet: A, B, C, D, E, F and G. All keyboards have a mixture

of black and white notes. The black notes are fitted in between

the white notes, in alternate groups of two and three- A white

note between the second and third of a group of three black

notes is called A:

lower notes (- --+ higher notes

The following white notes are B, C, D, E, F and G. After G we

start again (A. B, C etc.):

Section 5

When music is written down, these

shown on five lines called a stave or
represents one note:

notes (A, B, C etc.) are
'staff'. Each line or space

Notice that when musicians say that a note is 'on' a line they

mean that the line runs fhrough it. The lines or spaces of a stave

are counted from the bottom: 'the second line of the stave' is the

second line from the bottom, and 'the fourth space' is the top
space.

To show which note is A and which is B etc., a sign called a

clef is placed at the beginning of each stave. In Grade lrVou will

find only the two most common clefs: the treble clef $ for the

higher notes, and the bass clef ): for lower notes. The treble

clef is also called the 'G' clef because it curls around a line, the

second line, which then represents the note G:

From this we can tell the names of the notes represented by all

the lines and the spaces in a stave with the treble clef:
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The bass clef is usually written 2: (as shown above), but it can

also be written @. Notice that both of these signs have two dots

at the end. They go on either side of a line, the fourth line, which

then represents the note F:

-I,€'- :=;€+

That is why the bass clef is also called the 'F' clei. Here are the

names of all the notes represented by the lines and spaces in a

stave with a bass clef:

So far we have used only semibreves to show notes on a stave'

The shorter notes (minims, crotchets etc.) all have a note-head

loor.)andastem(
flags at the end of their
semiquavers ( .N ). ft it t
in the space wanted:

Flags are sometimes called 'tails''

If a note is below the middle line, the stem should go up on

lhe right,like those in the example above. If it is above the

middle line, the stem should go down - from the let't of the

note-head:

Section 7

Notice also that when stems go down the flags still point to the
right ( f 8, not ( (1. ff," stem of a note on the middle line

can go up or down.
The time signature is put in at the beginning of the music,

after the clef. The clef goes in again at the beginning of every

new stave, but the time signature does not. Bar lines stretch

across the stave from the top line to the bottom:

At the end of a piece there is always a double bar line:

Whichever clef is used, it is sometimes necessary to write notes

higher or lower than those on the stave. When this happens,

short extra lines are added below or above the stave:

These extra lines are called ledger lines. Notice that they are

only long enough for the notes which need them, and that they

are not joined together:

H
'--f--------1--not _.]----I-

In Grade 1 the only ledger lines used are the one below a

treble clef stave and the one above a bass clef stave:
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Both of these notes are C. They are particularly important
because they are both the same C, so we have two different

ways of writing the same note. The C they both represent is the

C nearest the middle of the keyboard on a piano. Because of

this, it is always called middle C. Now we can put together all

the white notes used in Grade 1, and see where they are on a

keyboard:

FGABC

The black notes on a keyboard take their names from the white

notes. A black note to the right oi a white note has the same

letter name but with 'sharp' added. The music sign for 'sharp'

is #. The black note to the right of C is therefore C sharp (Cf ),
the black note to the right of D is D sharp (D# ), and so on,

C E

Cf Dil Ff Gil Af

Section 9

There is also another way of naming the black notes. A black

note to the left of a white note has the same name as the white
note but with 'flat' added. The music sign for 'flat' is ! (notice that
it is not quite the same as the letter b). The black note to the left
of D is therefore D flat (D[), the black note to the left of E is
E flat (Eb), and so on:

Although every black note can have two names, usually only
one of them would be correct. We shall begin to see why this is
so in Section 10.

A letter name by itself (e.9. 'C') is always understood to mean
the white note, but if it is necessary to make quite sure that it is
the white note which is meant, 'natural' is added. The music sign
for 'natural' is ! , so the full name of a white note C is C natural
(ch)

The distance from one note to another is called the interval
between them. The smallest interval on a keyboard is the one
between any note and the note immediatelg next to it: this
interval is a semitone. The interval between the white note B
and the white note C is a semitone, and so is the interval
between Ei and F!. All other semitones include a black note, for
example Ch-C#, C#-D!, D!-D# (or D-Eb). Two semitones
together make a tone, for example Cq-D!, D!-E!, Eh-F#.

D' E' G' A' BI,
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If you play all the white notes from C to the next C to the

right, one after the other, you will have played a scale:

This particular scale is the scale of C major: 'C' because that is

the note it begins and ends on, and 'major' because of the way

its semitones and tones are arranged' Here is the same scale (C

major) with the semitones marked r -l:

All the other intervals are tones.

Two things about the C major scale above are very important

and need to be remembered:
. Between the bottom and top notes there is a note on every

line and in every space.
. There is a semitone between the 3rd and 4th notes, and

another befuieen the 7th and Sth notes; all the other intervals

are tones.

These things are important because they are true of all major

scales: they are what makes a scale 'major'. (There are also other

types of scale, but the scales used in Grade 1 are all major.) So

to write a major scale beginning on, say, G, we start by writing

a note on every line and in every space between the t'wo Gs:

Section 70

t2345678

Then we check the intervals. All the intervals are correct,

including the semitone betv;een the 3rd and 4th notes (B and C),

until we get to the last two notes: F and G. Here the interval

between the 5th and 7th notes (E-F) is a semitone, and the

interval between the 7th and Sth notes (F-G) is a tone. This is

wrong: the semitone is in the wrong place. The interval beh.veen

the 6th and 7th notes should be a tone, and the interval beh,veen

the 7th and 8th notes should be a semitone. But it is easy to put

matters right. All that is needed is to raise the 7th note a semi-

tone - in other words, to change the F to Ffi:

l1

G maior

72345678

Notice that F# cannot be written as G[ because there would then

be a gap in the scale, with no note on the top line:

Every major scale except C needs at least one black note on

the keyboard. If we try to write a major scale beginning on D, we

shall find that we need two, to keep the correct pattern of semi-

tones and tones we shall need to raise ('sharpen') not only the

7th note but also the 3rd:

A 

-
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Sometimes it is necessary to lower ('flatten') one or more
notes in order to keep ihe correct pattern. In Grade 1 there is
only one example, the scale of F major, in which the 4th note,
B, has to be changed to Bb:

F major
U

There is more about these scales in Section 13.

Moments of silence in music have to be measured exactly, just as

the sounds do. Signs which show the length of silences are called

rests. And just as there are signs showing the time values of
notes, so there are signs showing the time values of rests. Those
used in Grade 1 are set out here side by side:

Nofes Resfs

semibreve or whole note

minim or half note

crotchet or quarter note

quaver or eighth note

semiquaver or sixteenth note

)
)
)
.N

io, ,

I

The semibreve and minim rests look nearly the same, but the
semibreve rest hangs underneath a line and the minim rest sits

on top of a line. Normally, the semibreve rest hangs underneath
the fourth line of a stave

Section 72

,rrul the minim rest sits on top of the middle line

I'lrc other rests are placed like this (unless there is a reason why
llrcy should be higher or lower2)

I,_

Alllrough the crotchet rest can be written in either of two ways,

I is Lhe standard form used in printed music, including examina-
lion papers.

A bar which is completely silent is marked with a semibreve
rt'sl - not only in ftbut also in?, and f .

A tie ( ^ or - ) joins notes which are next to each other and
wlrich have the same pitch, meaning that one note must not be

lrigl.rer or lower than another. Tied notes become one continuous
sound, their time values being added together. For example,

?----I --r---
sounds the same as

13

-

a
Il_

t' See The AB Guide to Music Theory, Part l, 3/7
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Notice that a tie goes from the head of the first note to the head

of the next, on the outside:

Any number of notes can be joined in this way, provided lhey are

next to each other and have the same pitch. (There is more

about ties in Section 18.)

A dot after a note makes it longer by half its value:

t_ t- I l: l* Nc.-d a a. a .' ).: )..N
So there are two ways of making a note longer: it can be tied or

it can be dotted. For example:

-7----T : --7-
+----+--- -l- -

_+_

However, you cannot always choose which to use. One impor-

tant difference between them is that a tie can be used across a

bar line, e.g.

but a dot cannot.
If the note is in a space, the dot goes in the same space (as in

the examples above). If the note is on a line, the dot normally

goes in the space above:

not 
=---

-

lr+

-

__J-tI-

-

-ff
-a-

---L-f-

Section 73

A piece of music made from the notes of a scale is said to be in

llre key of that scale, and the first note of the scale is the
keynote of the music. This, for instance, is in the key of D major

lrccause it uses the notes of the scale of D major:

Usually, however, the necessary sharps or flats are not put in
irrdividually before all the notes which need them. Instead, they

,rre shown at the beginning of each line of the music, after the

r'lcf. This makes the music easier to read. The above melody, for
t'xample, would normally be written like this:

Slrarp or flat signs after the clef are the key signature of the

rrrusic. In the example above, notice that only one F has been

rnarked with a fi in the key signature: the one on the top line.

Also, only one C has been marked with a fi: the one in the third
space. This is because a sharp or a flat in a key signature

,rlways applies to o// notes with the same letter name; so all three

lrs in the melody are to become Ffi, and both the Cs are to
lrccome Cfl.

The music examples printed on the next two pages show all

llre scales set for Grade 1. They are printed here in semibreves,

both going up (ascending) and coming down (descending), and in

lrcth the treble and the bass clefs. The semitones are marked
-r . There are no sharps or flats in the first scale, C major,

irnd therefore it has no key signature. The other scales are
printed both without and with key signatures.

15
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ascending C major descending

without key signatures' G malor

#ffi
::

with key signatures:#ffi

-:

without key signatures' 
D major

^ 

- - 

a 

- -ffiffi

with key signatures:ffiffi

--

Section 73

without key signatures. 
F major

t7

#ffi
::

with key signatures:ffiffi

-:

Note carefully how the key signatures were arranged above:

llre sharps and flats must always be on exactly the right lines or
in the right spaces according to the clef:

( i major (one sharp: Ft) #-d-

r) rnajor (two sharps: Ff and c#) 
# +

r rndjor (one llat: Db, 
F

:5F
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Individual notes can be raised or lowered a semitone by using a

sharp, flat or natural sign. For example, the second note here is

F sharp (because of the key signature), but the ! in front of the

last note in bar 1 changes the note to F natural:

Similarly, in bar 1 both the Gs are G naturals, but in bar 2thefi
sign raises the first G to G sharp.The I sign then changes the

last G back to G natural again: in other words, the ! 'cancels'

the fi. Sharps, flats and naturals such as these are called

accidentals.
An accidental also applies to all repetitions of the note in the

same bar:

or until it is replaced by another accidental:

Thus these flats marked * are unnecessary, and should be

regarded as incorrect:

Section 75

Unlike a sharp or a flat in a key signature, however, an accidental

applies only to notes on the same line or in the same space.

Therefore the top G here is G natural, in spite of the # before the
second note:

An accidental stays in force throughout a note tied over a bar
line:

-l- Dr-:r9_l--_rl-rrwr-tr-
(Eb 

-)
But if the same accidental is required again after the tied note, it
must be written in again. The fi marked x here is an example:

The various notes of a scale (1st, 2nd, 3rd etc.) are also known
as degrees of the scale: the 1st note is the 1st degree, the 2nd
note is the 2nd degree, and so on. Therefore we can say that
every major scale has a semitone between the 3rd and 4th
degrees of the scale, and between the 7th and Sth degrees. For
example,

l9
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in D major (ascending)

Grade 7

in D major (descending)

(8th) 7th 6th 5th 4th 3rd 2nd

in F major (descending)

a,

Note that in descending scales, we still count the degrees from
the bottom up. Normally, however, the term 'Sth degree' is not
used, because the'8th' degree has the same letter name as the
1st degree. So the top note of the scale is the 1st degree again,
as in these examples:

D major (ascending)

U
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7rh 1st 2nd 3rd 4th etc.

C major (descending)

(8ih)7rh6th5th4th3rd2nd1st

Ist

lst 7th 6th sth 4th 3rd 2nd 1si 7th 6th 5th etc. 'majorF-=+

Section 76

(llr,'lrlack note-heads show how the numbering continrrcs iI llrl
', ,rl(' (l()es on further.)

I lrr' rrcxl example is the same as the melody printed on p. llr,
lrr rl with the degree of the scale added underneath each nolt,:

dft ,il
3rd 1st 2nd 5th 6th7th1st 3rd 2nd 3rd4thSth 7th lst

As well as numbers, the various degrees of a scale also h;rvt,

r),rnes. In Grade 1, the only one you will need to know is llrt,
r r, rrne of the 1st degree, which is called the tonic. When the I sl .

ilrcl and 5th degrees of a major scale are played together thtrrT

,rrc called a tonic triad. All of these, for example, are lonir
tri,rds in the key o[ C major:

FF F
Below are the tonic triads of all the other Grade 1 keys in llu,

lrcble and bass clefs, printed with their key signatures. Tltt,
lxrttom note of each triad is the keynote:

(imajorffi-=...=-

r)majorffi-F

2l
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If the tonic triad of D major is written without a key signature it
will of course need an accidental - a { before the F:

'Semitone' and 'tone' are words which apply only to notes which

are next to each other on the keyboard, or next-but-one. But

intervals can also be described as numbers, and in this way you

can describe the interval between ony two notes. The 'number'

of an interval is the number of scale-degrees which it contains or,

to put it another way, the number of letter names which are

included in it. For example:

C_D (two letter names) is a 2nd;

. i # (five letter names) is a 5th;

ffi andsoon'

In Grade 1, the lower note of an interval will always be the

keynote o{ one of your scales (C, G, D, F). So if the upper note

(three letter names) is a 3rd;

(four letter names) is a 4th;

Section 77

is. say, the 5th degree of the scale, the interval also will be a 5th.
You will only be asked about intervals up to an Sth. The Sth itself
is called an octave (written as 'Sve'). These are examples of all
llie Grade 1 intervals, shown here in the treble clef:

\. urojur KI,t-T-e----€-.Glee>e.€)
2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 8ve

23

7th

G major

2nd 3rd 4th sth 6th 7th 8ve

D major

F major

2nd 3rd 4th 5th 7th 8ve

If the two notes of an interval are played together (as above)
it is a 'harmonic' interval. If they are played one after the other,
e.g.

it is a 'melodic' interval
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There are some conventions about the ways in which notes are

grouped together. They help the performer to read the music

more easily and quickly. Below are some which you may need to

remember in Grade 1, particularly when you write the answering
two-bar rhythm.

1 Beam together
(a) two quavers which could be replaced by a crotchet:

?,il I 7,) Dl 7,i) I Z)J:J I *r) rl
(b) four quavers which could be replaced by a minim:

?,[IDl 3,[1il I 3-) [IDl t[ID[IDl
(c) six quavers filling a complete bar of f 

'

(d) four semiquavers which could be replaced by a crotchet

7,))))))))t

(e) and these groups which could be replaced

(Notice how single semiquavers are beamed, .N ) af , iot
...........-.

example.becomesJJ J )

Section 78

There is an important exception to (b): in f, do not beam
quavers across the middle of a bar (between the 2nd and 3rd
beats):

lall-l-t-rllt) ))))) I

'ls 
wrong;

is right.

2 Avoid ties where possible
Do not write tied notes within a bar if you can use a single note
(or a dotted note) instead. So write:

25

t)ilD)I

t-
t)
t)
4l4a

7r)

3r4a

)

)

1""tft) )

) l"*t) )_) )



itlttl

?r). )1""2
?,i) )1""?

Grode 7

become very unclear if they are beamed
together -
- because it is not nearly so easy to
see where the second beat begins.

However, a lie must be used between beats if one of the notes
is a semiquaver. For example, write:

i!;7,n ffil'""?J1. -=lr'r

3 Choices
Two or more groups of beamed notes may often be beamed
together. For example,

?r n n I mav be beamed ?r fiT I

Both of these are clear, and therelore acceptable: it is not the
case that one is 'right' and the other 'wrong'. On the other hand,
these two groups of beamed notes

73tl-ttt44. J))) I

This last example, therefore, is unsatisfactory.

Sometimes you may notice in your music a place where a

convention is broken. If this happens, a likely explanation could
be that the composer is indicating something special about the
way in which the music is to be played.3

3 For more information see The AB Guide to Music Theory, Part I
6/7,6/3,71/2.

5/1

Section 79

Below is a list of Italian words and their meanings which you
should know in Grade 1. (lt is the same as the list printed in
Music Theory in Practice, Grade 1.)
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accel erando (or accel.)

adagio
allegretto

allegro
andante
cantabile
crescendo (or cresc.)

da capo (or D.C.)
dal segno (or D,S.)
decrescendo (or decresc.)

diminuendo (or dim.)

fine
f (: forte)
ff (: fortissimol
legato
lento
mezzo

mf (= mezzo forte)

mP (: mezzo Piano]'

moderato

p (= pianol
pp (= pianissimo)
poco

rallentando (or rall.)

gradually getting quicker

slow
fairly quick (but not as quick as

allegro)
quick (literally'cheerful')
at a medium ('walking') speed

in a singing style
gradually getting louder
repeat from the beginning
repeat from the sign.X
gradually getting quieter
gradually getting quieter
the end

loud
very loud
smoothly
slow
half
moderately loud (literalty 'half'

loud)

moderately quiet (literally'half'
quiet)

moderately (a I I egro moderato:
moderately quick)

quiet

very quiet
a little
gradually getting slower
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ritardando (or ritard. or rif.) gradually getting slower
ritenuto (or riten. or rit.) held back
staccato (or stocc.) detached

tempo speed, time (a tempo: in time)

You should also know these signs, printed in Music Theory in
Practice, Grade 1 :

-
8va

8ya -"---"--t

8-------------r

= crescendo (gradually getting louder)

= diminuendo (gradually getting quieter)

over tu/o dit'ferent notes (not to be confused

with a tie) or over a group of notes is called

a 'slur': perform the notes smoothly

: ottaua (octave)

(over a note or notes):
perform an octave higher

(under a note or notes):
perform an octave lower

a dot over or under a note I ) = staccato

over or under a note i J : accent the note

over a note or rest I
I pause on the note or rest

under a note or rest J

repeat marks - at the second sign, go back to
the first sign and repeat the music from there
(the first sign is left oui if the music is repeated
from the beginning)

72 crotchet beats in a minute
(M.M. is short for Maelzel's Metronome)

8va

8

A

Fu"a4

M.M. ) = 72

(oriust)=72)

Grade2

The time signatures in Grade 1 all had a as their lower figure: f ,

N and ft. Grade 2 adds some time signatures with z or 8 as the
lower figure, fr, A, * and $. The z shows that the beats are
written as minims (half notes), and the 8 shows that the beats are
written as quavers (eighth notes). So:

fi means two minim beats in a bar

7) ) t) ) t) ) I

fr means three minim beats in a bar

7) ) ) t) ) ) tJ ) ) I

ft means four minim beats in a bar

*) ) ) ) t) ) ) ) t) ) ) ) I

$ means three quaver beats in a bar

BJ ) ) tJ ) ) t.t ) ) I

On paper, music in f looks exactly the same as music in fi if
you ignore their time signatures. For example, this could be
in either ftor f ,
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ti

Music with two beats in a bar is said to be in duple time.
Music with three beats in a bar is in triple time, and music with
four beats is in quadruple time. Therefore in Grade 2:

. the duple time signatures arefandf ;

. the triple time signatures are $, f and f, ;

. the quadruple time signatures are ftand $.

A triplet is a group of three notes performed in the time of two.
For example:

3

fn performed in the time "f n

-3-I I I nerformed in ihe time of I Iaaa . .
The sign for a triplet is the figure B written either above or below
the middle note. A curved line (like a slur) or a square bracket

If there is a time signature of ft, the music will be felt to have four
beats in a bar, as marked t here:

t t t f + t t f i t t t tt+1

But if there is a time signature of fi it will be felt to have two beats
in a bar:

Section 2

not really necessary if the notes
is usual in all other circumstances:

--T- 
-3-))) )))

31

rJ-

tjj

)

/T-

may be added. This is

beamed together, but it

-?-
tjj

Wffi
These are examples of
groups:

minims and semiquavers forming triplet

-3-I I i perfotmed in the time of )ddd

Deflormed ln tne ume ol -aaa - a a

ffiiF
A triplet group can include rests, as can be seen in Section 3.

It can also include notes with different values provided they add

up to the equivalent of three equal notes:
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-3-
))
-3-J)

-3-
))
r3-

)J

Grode 2

-.J-) J1) (:J J J )

(: ) ) ))

, aaa,

There are only a few points to add to what was said in Grade 1

about avoiding ties and about beaming notes:

-3-J)J

3

rlaa

1 Avoid ties where possible 
,,.,,

In f and ft, wrlte .. not .-. ! 
'

2 Beam together
(a) in $, six semiquavers filting a complete bar of $,

(b) in fr ,fiand ft, eight semiquavers which could be replaced by
a mrnlm:

*r-tffit
Compare the last example with:

4,-ffiffiffit

t,

noru o

The explanation for the different beaming is that in both

Section 4

cxamples the notes are beamed in beats: two minim beats in f ,

and four crotchet beats in f.
Rests may be included amongst groups of notes which are

beamed together:

ln l, I and $, a completely silent bar is shown by a semibreve
rest:1

When bars contain both notes and rests, it is a general rule
that a new rest should be used at the start of everv silent beat:

with crotchet beats:

33

ft) l I J 1,"

2r I J lJ r I

?,)r l ll ?)

notft) J l''
not f^ J lJ - |

".t?)t.lr )l
..' ?)l vlrl )1,

I

I

l The same is true of oll time signatures except f , which requires a breve
rest. However, you will not be asked about ihis in Grade 2 (Questions

involving the use of breve notes and rests are not set until Grade 4.)
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with quauer beats:

$r , )l), t 
I

Grode 2

not 3t )l)t I

with minim beats:

Z^-)l) lnotZ- )l)- I

fl) r- l- t Jl not A)^ l^ Jl

nor fr)- tlt-Jl

But otherwise there should be as few rests as possible:

with crotchet beats:

?-) t ll J l" not't)ttltt) l'
with minim beats:

Z) l^ J I not't) t I lt t J I

There is an important exception to the rule that 'a new rest

should be used at the start of every silent beat'. When there are
four beats in a bar, a two-beat rest should be used for the first
two beats, or for the last two, but not in the middle:

with crotchet beots:

fr) l- ) lbutnott)- Jl

t)t- l- lJl butnotfr)- l- Jl

Section 4

rrith minim beats:

'.!- l- o lot""tff) )

ft) l- )l

Notice that two-beat resfs in the middle of a four-beat bar are
treated differently from two-beat notes:

t) I t J I iscorrect

bfi ft) J I wouldbeincorrect

fr) ) ) I iscorrect

bn t) U J I 'wouldbeincorrect

*) J l,'correct

bfi{-) ) I wouldbeincorrect

*) o ) I iscorrect

butft) U i l*.rrabeincorrect

When a silence lasts for /ess than a full beat, each subdiuision
of the beat must start with a new rest. Here, 'subdivision' of the
beat means each half beat or even each quarier beat. Below are

examples of half-beat rests. To make them clearer, the full beats

are marked

35
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a J beat can be divided into jI or

t) J l il I nor Z)

a .l beat can be divided lnto Tl o, il ,a' a'

rl
tlat

3r4) I not 7,) )l )l
a ) beat can be divide6 into ]1 o. fl '

g).Nrr.Nl'' nor 8).lv .Nl

A silence which lasts for more than a number of full beats is

shown by as few rests as possible, but they still follow the rules

explained above. The best way of understanding this is to see

how the beats are arranged in a bar which contains only a single

note, either at the end or at the beginning of the bar. For
example, in a bar of I ending with a semiquaver:

the rests are arranged

first, a minim rest (for the first two crotchet beats);

second, a crotchet rest (for the third crotchet beat);

third, a quaver rest (for the first hali of the fourth crotchet
beat);

a semiquaver rest (to make up the second half of the
beat).

)r ? )

last, be exactly the same as in the

Section 4

(Notice that it is nof standard practice to write the bar as

cven though you may sometimes see this, and it is certainly

simpler.)

If a bar of ft starts with a semiquaver, the same rests are used

to complete the bar, but they have to be arranged in reverse

order:

. the semiquaver rest completes the first (quaver) subdivision of
the first beat;

. the quaver rest provides the second (quaver) subdivision of the

first beat;
. the crotchet rest completes the first half of the bar;
. the minim rest provides the second half of the bar.

The rests are arranged the same way in f , except that the

minim rests become crotchet rests:

In I and ft , of course, the beat is a minim. The subdivisions of
the minim beat at the end,/beginning of a bar are shown by the

brackets above these examples,

ln} the notes and rests would

f, examples.

37
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You may be asked to name or write notes needing up to tr,r"ro

ledger lines above or below the stave. Below is the complete
range of the Grade 2 notes. The new notes are written as black
note-heads:

As you can see, some of these notes can be written either in the
treble clef or in the bass clef. These two passages sound exactly
the same:

Remember that in every major scale there is a semitone between
the 3rd and 4th degrees, and another between the 7th and Sth
(:1st) degrees. All the other intervals are tones. So if we start a
major scale on A, the notes C, F and G all have to become C{,
F# and Gf:

BCDE FGABCDE FGABCDE FGABCDE FGABCD

Section 7 39

These three sharps form the key signature o{ A major:

#4
When the scale is written with its key signature, the sharps are,

of course. not needed before the individual notes:

All the scales we have had so far started on a white note of the

keyboard. But these two scales - Bb and Eb major - both start

on a black note. This is the scale of Bb major:
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Notice that it needs an Et as well as the Bb to keep the semitones
in the right places. These two flats form the key signature of Bb,
ma]or:

Here is the scale of Bb major written with its key signature:

The scale of EF major needs an Ab as well as B! and E[:

The three flats form the key signature of Eb major:

#+

Section 8

I lere is the descending scale of Eb major written with
signature:

4t

its key

Shorps:
1 sharp (F+)

2 sharps (F# Cfi)

: G major

= D major

The key signatures of the major scales in Grade 2 contain up to

three sharps or up to three flats. Key signatures never mix sharps

and flats' they contain eifher sharps or flats. Every new key

signature adds one more sharp (or one more flat):

E
W
4
:5F

+
*

#
#
#
#
#
w

(Br)

3 sharps (Ffi C# G#) = A major

Flats:

1 flat = F major

: Bb major2 flats (Bt Et)

3 flats (Bb Et At) : Eb major
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The sharps or flats in a key signature are always written in the

order shown above. In the key of A major, {or instance, the Ff is

written first, then the Cf, and lastly the Gil. Notice, too, where

the sharps or flats are placed on the stave. Any other arrange-

ment would be incorrect. (Here are some WRONG ways of

writing these key signatures -

ffi,,, +'t,, #r,%,,1
- but there are plenty more!)

As well as the major scale there is another type of scale with
seven notes: the minor scale. But unlike the major scale, the

minor scale exists in two different forms. These are the

harmonic minor scale and the melodic minor scale.
To illustrate the similarities and differences between harmonic

and melodic minor scales, here is the scale of A minor in both

forms. The semitones are marked r --r , and the degrees o{

the scale are shown underneath.

ascendinq descendinq" A harmonlc mlnor

--

- rr3456?t - 176543r'

A melodic minor

+E
- rr3456?1 - 176543rt

Section 9

Notice that:
. there is o/u-roys a semitone between the 2nd and 3rd degrees

of the scale;
. the harmonic minor scale (like the major scale) is the same

both ascending and descending;
. the melodic minor scale is not the same coming down as

going up. In the ascending scale the 6th and 7th degrees are

raised by a sharp (Ff and G#), but in the descending scale the

7th and 6th degrees are unaltered (the notes are G natural

and F natural);
. the harmonic minor scale includes three intervals of a semi-

tone, and it also has an extra-wide interval (equal to three

semitones) between the 6th and 7th degrees'

The good news is that in Grade 2 you will not be expected to

know about bofh forms of the minor scales. You may choose

which form you want to answer questions on - either harmonic

or melodic. But you must know which form you are using; and

you must stick io your chosen form, not chop and change

between the two. The minor scales for this Grade are set out in

futl in the next two Sections. The harmonic scales are in Section

10 and the melodic scales in Section 11, so you will need to

study only one of these sections.

In both sections the scales are printed without and with their

key signatures except {or the scale of A minor, which has no key

signature (like the scale of C major). The A minor scales are

given only in the bass clef since we have already had them in the

treble clef.

43
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ascendino descendino" A harmonic minor

E harmonic minor
without key signatures:ffiffi
ffi%
with key signatures:ffiffi

Section 77

D harmonic minor

45

without key signatures:

ffi%

with key signatures:

ascending A melodic minor descending

##
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E melodic minor
without key signatures:ffiffi
ffi%
with key signatures:ffiffi
:-

D melodic minor
without key signatures:

with key signatures:

Section 72

The words 'harmonic' and 'melodic' describe minor scoles, not

minor kegs. This is because a piece of music in a minor key may

use notes taken from both forms of the minor scale. Therefore a

piece is simply'in E minor'or'in D minor'etc., not'in E
harmonic minor' or 'D melodic minor' etc.

You can see in the minor scales printed in Sections 10 and 11

above that:
. the key signatures of minor keys do not contain all the sharps

or flats which may be needed;
. the key of A minor, like the key of C major, has no key

signature;

the key of E minor, like the key of G major, has a key

signature of one sharp: F{;

the key of D minor, like the key of F major, has a key

signature of one flat: Bb.

When a minor key has the same key signature as a major key

it is the 'relative minor' of the major key. Similarly, a major key

is the 'relative major' of the minor key with the same key signa-

ture. The same is true of the keys of A minor and C major, which

have no key signatures. Therefore:
. the key of A minor is the relative minor of the key of C major,

and

the key of C major is the relative major of the key of A minor;

the key of E minor is the relative minor of the key of G major,

and

the key of G major is the relative major of the key of E minor;

the key of D minor is the relative minor of the key of F major,

and

the key of F major is the relative major of the key of D minor.

47
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Although a major key and a minor key may have the same

key signature, they are dit'lerent keys. They have different
keynotes (tonic notes) and different tonic triads. Compare the

tonic notes (in brackets) and tonic triads of these keys:

cmajor F und-6--
A4

Gmajor ffi und_J-

Fmajor ffi ""d

You will see in later Grades that every major key has a rela-

tive minor key and, similarly, every minor key has a relative

major key.

The questions on intervals in Grade 2 will include questions using

the new scales in this Grade - both major and minor. As in
Grade 1, the lower note of the interval will always be the keynote

of the scale, and you will have to know only the number of the
interval. The number of an interval is the number of letter names

which it contains, and this stays the same whether the scale is

major or minor. For example, both of these are intervals of a

3rd, since they both include three letter names:

ffiF

A minor

E minor

D minor

A (B) C# A (B) Ch

Section 74

lt makes no difference to lhe number of the interval that C is C#

in the first example but Cf in the second example.
Remember that if the two notes forming an interval are

played together (as above) the interval is'harmonic'. If they are

played one after the other, they make a 'melodic' interval, and it
does not matter which of the tvuo is played first: both of the

intervals marked r = here are a 5th:

Below is a list of Italian words and their meanings which, in addi-

tion to those in Grade 1, you should know in Grade 2. (lt is the

same as the list printed in Music Theory in Practice, Grade 2.)
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a

al, alla

allargando

andantino

ossol

con, col
dolce
e, ed
espressruo

(or espress. or espr.)

fp (: fortepiano)
giocoso

at, to, by, for, in, in the style of
to the, in the manner of (alla marcia:
in the style of a march)
broadening (getting a little slower and

probably a little louder)

slightly faster than andante (but may

also mean slightly slower)

very @llegro ossoi: very quick)

with
sweet, soft

and

expresslve

loud, then immediately soft
playful, merry
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graue
graztoso

larghetto
largo
ma

maestoso
meno
molto
mosso, moto

non
pii
presto
senza

st', sfz (: slorzando
or sforzato)

simile (or sim.)

sostenuto
tenuto
troppo
uiuace, uiuo

Grode 2

very slow, solemn
graceful

rather slow (but not as slow as lorgo)

slow, stately

but
majestic
less

very, much
movement (meno mosso: slower; con

mofo: with movement)

not
more
fast (faster than ollegro)

without

forced, accented

in the same waY

sustained

held
too much (non troPPo: not too much)

lively, quick

You should also know these signs:

ataIJI )

ttt )))
-/

The sign > over or under a note means

that it is to be accented. ,r (over) and n

(under) mean the same, or even

stronger accents.

Dots inside a slur mean that the notes

should be slightly separated (semi-

staccato), but less so than notes with

ordinary staccato dots.

Section 74

A wedge sign ' indicates a super-

staccato (staccatissimo): the note is to
be played as briefly as possible and
perhaps accented as well.

The sign - means that the note is to be
given a slight pressure (and generally
slightty separated).

51
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Music is in simple time when the beats divide into two equal
notes. The time signatures used in Grades 7 and 2 were all
examples of simple time signatures:

inf ,fand fr the )beat divides into ) ) ,Jl,

infi ,fiand $ the ) beat divides into J )

in $ the ) beat divides into .N .N ,.,?,

Grade 3 introduces time signatures of a different kind:
compound time. In compound time the beats divide into three
equal notes, and the beats are written as dotted notes. The
compound time signatures in Grade 3 all use a dotted crotchet
(dotted quarter note) as the sign for a single beat. Here, for
instance, there are two dotted crotchet beats in a bar:

The time signature for two dotted crotchet beats in a bar is $ ,

meaning that there are six quavers in a bar. This can be
confusing, because there are also six quavers in a bar of N ; but
in f the six quavers would be the equivalenl oI three crotchet
beats. Compare

8 J-f: J71l ). ) | with

7rDJ1 J1l) ) ) I
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We saw in Grade 2 that it is possible to divide a simple time
beat into three equal notes by writing the three notes as a triplet.

So these two rhythms, for example, sound exactly the same,

even though they are written differently:

Trfn fnl) JI
)l

Nevertheless, a triplet is an exception to the general rule that

simple time beats divide into two, not three.

The compound time signatures in Grade 3 are $ , $ and f.
$ has two (dotted crotchet) beats in a bar, so it is in compound

duple time.

$ has three (dotted crotchet) beats in a bar, so it is in compound

triple time.

f has four (dotted crotchet) beats in a bar, so it is in compound
quadruple time.
Here you can compare these compound time signatures with

the simple duple, triple and quadruple time signatures which you

studied in Grade 1:

Simple duple time

4j '- 
| {,*o crotchet beats in a bar)

Compound duple time

g 
l-f-1, l- | t*o dotted crotchet beats in a bar)

Section 2 55

Simple triple time

3J ) )
f, iJ lj aJ | {tn'"" crotchet beats in a bar)

Compound triple time

g ). ). ). I (three dotted crotchet beats in
8 LLf Ui ali I a bar)

Simple quadruple time

4) ) ) J f (fourcrotchetbeatsin
n Ll li a-f aj I uuu.r

Compound quadruple time

P ). ). ). ) | (four dotted crotchet
8 LLf Uj a-lJ a:j I beats in a bar)

Two full beats in compound time are written J. not
ThereIoreJ. shoutd not be replaced by ]. .]. in uny

bars:

8J I EJ JI EJJ I '&) ) I 'gJ ) )l

tl
of these
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In $ and f a note lasting three full beats is written thus:

EJ. ) | not EJ ) ) l.,o' EJ ) I

l,lttr ;*, ) Jr
wl-r l I not wll. ) |

In f a note lasting four {ull beats is written thus:

t2 I -, r?t I I

To. I noi 'g): ). I

Groups of notes adding up to complete beats are beamed

together in sing/e beats, thus:

gJ

g.ff-: fn li" gfTTTll.
N tTl lnot gJat a a a I

:: 

-

5 JJJ))))))))Jl not I ))a)))4.....1

Ties within a beat should be avoided:

) l;- gJ

I not gJ.

I not g l-f:

I 
t''

I

gJ

gJ

)

)J
I

I

I
g.r'_Jl ).

Section 3

but when a note is tied across a beat a lie has to be used:

gJ iT) Inot 8J r)l
The tie between notes makes it easier for a player to see at a
glance where the beat comes. Notice the position of the beat
marked t in these further examples where ties are necessary:

I ;" g,f-: )

57

g

gJ

9ra).

) J-r-: I not

t

J ) Inot

gJ

)lI8o

r)l

lnot'&) ) ) J1). I

In all these time signatures a completely silent bar is shown by a

semibreve rest (without a dot):

A silent beat may be shown in two ways: either by a dotted
crotchet rest(l') or by a crotchet rest followed by a quaver rest
(l v). Both of these examples are correct and mean the same
thing:

gJ I ll ) | und 8J t ,lt ,J. 
I
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You are free to use whichever of the two ways you prefer, but

l' is generally clearer (and is used in the examples given later in

this section). Notice that the following arrangements of rests are

WRONG:

gJ Yl lrl ). I and gJ 1111111). 
I

In compound time, as in simple time, every new beat in a

silence needs a new rest, except in the first or second half of a
four-beat bar. Compare these examples in simple time with the

compound time versions underneath:

Simple triple time

2l I J lJ t I I not 7,-
Compound triple time

El'r') lJ l r l,,otE-' ) lJ- |

Simple quadruple time

ft^ r J lJ r ^ 
|

Compound quadruple time

'd^ r.i lJ.r- |

Simple quadruple time

t- ) l) | not tt
Compound quadruple time

l J lJ r I I

J IJ I

,d-. ) lJ. I not 18t.t J. lJ. t t I )r

Section 3 59

Simple quadruple time

't) t l J l', not

Compound quadruple time

'&). t't J.l not

Notice that in compound time, as in simple time, two-beat resfs
in the middle of a four-beat bar are treated differently from tvyo-

6eat notes:

,&) t.t.J
b,. ld J. ). )

I is correct

J. I would be incorrecl

tE J. ). J. I o correct

bui lE J. ^' J. I would be incorrect

When you are dealing with silences of /ess than a full beat,
you have to remember that a beat in compound time has three
main divisions (J. = frl , not two as in simple time
(J = Jl I Quaver and crotchet rests within a J. beat are
arranged as follows (the t- l marks have been added as a
reminder that each group is in the time of a J. beat),

:-r-t)

T-
Il (This is now standard, dttoughT;l was often
t J I written in earlier days.)

Nv v nota'
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Again, compare these examples in
compound time examples underneath:

Simple duple time 3l )

Compound auple time $ |. 1 )

Simple triple time ? I

Compound triple time $ l'

simple time with the

lv
). )C'

lJ t

lJ 7 r

I

I

I rl
l' r I

)l),
)l), ,

Simple 4- l v )l)r l
quadruple time 4

compound p -. |. I .f l)v v l.quadruple time 8

Each ) in the examples above can be divided into

.| i ut usual (see Grade 2, p. 36). For example:

Simple duple time 3l

Compound duple time $ l'

y .Nl)y , t

t.Nl.Ny7 7 t. I

Below are some examples of semiquaver rests in complete bars.

Notice that beaming helps to make the rhythmic grouping clear:

gfT;E.Nv, v 
I

gJ .NyrJl-J I

$v tf)). l"'$v il ;

D",

I
1

)
C

Section 4 61

Grade 3 introduces a note with half the time value of a semi-
quaver: the demisemiquaver or '32nd note'. The note has
three flags.N , and the rest has three hooks { . When demisemi-
quavers are beamed together they have three beams ,ffi . So,

u ;\ f,ut the same time value ur E

-
a [\ has the same time value as l+F-la aaaa

u J nu. the same time value as

Demisemiquavers are beamed together when they could be
replaced bv u .N, u ), a .1, or by u J. in compound time.
Compare each of these examples with the rhythm in brackets
underneath:

7r) fH I Lfffi) I gJ ffi) I(r aJ r) QJ r) (r I a)

However, eight or trr,relve .N s may also be beamed in groups of
four:

fl # 

-l

4 )aaaaa)aa atfiffiffitff I r) ff t t r')

and beaming them in ihis way often makes the music easier to
read.

l-l(r
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1 t tr.Nl.NYv, t

'/ 1ty.Nl)ytv v l'

,
7,

More complicated patterns of .\ s ate certainly easier to read

if the notes are beamed in subdivisions of a J or (in compound

time) a J. beat. For instance, these examples are best written:

| ,tot alffia t

I not 6 J. ))a)aaa.

Demisemiquaver rests are arranged in the same way as quaver

and semiquaver rests. These two examples follow the same

pattern as the examPles on Page 60:

Simple duple time fl I

Compound duple time

gr

A piece of music may begin with a note or a group of notes

before the first bar line:

Schumann, 'The Merry Peasant', fuom Album Jor the Young

"lc

J
l)

Traditional: 'The First Nowell'

1 A3 has become better known in a varied form

Section 5

This kind of opening is called an 'upbeat' start, because a
conductor's baton or hand moves upwards before the downbeat
at the beginning of a bar. It is also known as an 'anacrusis'. Many
examples of upbeat stafts are given in Grade 3 ol Music Theory
in Practice, particularly in Section I, which explains how to use
an upbeat start in the four-bar rhythm which you may be asked
to compose.

Upbeat starts often set a pattern for an entire piece, as in this
simple example:

Here the opening four-bar rhythm (marked A1 )

is immediately repeated (A2). Then there is a different four-bar
rhythm (B), although it too starts with an upbeat. Finally 41 is
repeated again (A3).1

Notice that A,1 does not finish at the end oI bar 4: it finishes
with the quaver rest. Similarly, A2 finishes with the quaver rest
in bar 8, and A3 with the quaver rest in the last bar. As a result,
the last bar is not a full bar (a full bar would have a crotchet rest).
The upbeat quaver at the beginning makes up for the 'missing'
quaver at the end.

This explains something which you wi[] often find in pieces
which start with an upbeat: the value of the note or notes before
the bar line at the beginning is deducted from the last bar. In

63

Traditional:'The British Grenadiers'
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other words, the time values of the upbeat opening plus the time

values of the incomplete bar at the end 'add up' to a full bar.

Therefore:

apiecebeginning fl J I could".d I J ll

apiecebeginningf J lcoulde"dl) l!

apiecebeginning $ ) | could ".0 | J_,__J ll

apiecebeginning ft ) lcould".d lJ. ll

Of course, an incomplete bar at the end can include more

than one note, or a mixture of notes and rests, provided their

total value is correct. But they must be grouped in the usual way

up to the point where the bar stops short. What this means in

practice is that they must be grouped as though they were

followed by the upbeat notes at the beginning. For instance:

bZ.;,":;:,nft) lco"rdendlJ t t ll uutnot lJ ll

(.o-pu,"lJ I t J ll not lJ - J lh

b3ffi,:s8,f:lcoutaenalJ rvll u,t'otl.l l ll

(compareI),rlJll ." l.l t lJ llr

b3J;ffis t ffil couraendl J t .7 ll

(.on,nur"lj t y,Elll

Section 6

If a section of music beginning with an upbeat is repeated, the
repeat can be shown by the usual repeat sign (see Grade 1,
p. 28).'The British Grenadiers', quoted above, is an example.
A2 is exactly the same as A1, so it does not haue to be written
out again: it could be shown by a repeat mark instead. However,
the repeat mark must be in exactly the right place, which is after
the quaver rest in bar 4. Note that it is followed by a double bar
line, and that the passage marked r"-r 'adds up' to a full bar:

etc.

A1&42 B-

The sections marked A,1, A2 etc. in 'The British Grenadiers'
are examples of musical 'phrases'. For further examples and
more information about phrases see Music Theory in Practice,
Grade 3 and The AB Guide to Music Theorg, Part l, 9 /7 .

In this Grade you may be asked to name or write notes with
more than tr,vo ledger lines. These, of course, simply continue
from where we left off in Grade 2 (p. 381:

etc. Fnt.

However, another way of writing very high or very low notes
is by using octave signs above or below the notes to show that

etrd==

CBAGF
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they are to be played an octave higher or lower (see Grade

p. 28).For example,

can be written as

can be written as

i
8va

These two melodies are the same, except that the notes in (b) are

all an octave lower than the notes in (a):

l"l

1.

Section 7

The second melody is a transposition of the first. Music is
'transposed' when it is rewritten so that it will sound higher or
lower (or when it is simply perlormed higher or lower, without
being written out again).

At (b) the melody of (a) was transposed 'down an octave'. The
transposed version could of course be written in the bass clef,

thus:

t.l

but that would not change the transposition. The melody of (a)

has still been transposed down an octave in (c).

In the examination you may be asked to write a melody an
octave higher or lower, and using a bass clef instead of a treble
clef (or a treble clef instead of a bass clef). For example, if you
had been asked to write melody (a) 'an octave lower in the bass

clef' the correct answer would have been (c). Similarly, if you
were asked to write this melody:

'an octave higher in the treble clef' the answer would be:

67
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In Grade 3 you will be expected to know the scales and key

signatures using up to four sharps or four flats. The new major

scales are E major (four sharps) and Ab major (four flats). In
E major the new sharp is Dil, and in Ab major the new flat is Db.

Here are their key signatures and tonic chords:

These are the scales:

ascending

without key signatures:

Abr:ajorF E_J-

ffiffi
ffi%
with key signatures:ffiffi

E major
descending

Section 9

withoui key signatures, .l- r 

-r*#ffi
UU

with key signatures:ffiffi
UA

#ffi

The new minor scales with sharp key signatures are:
. B minor, with two sharps (F# and C#)
. F# minor, with three sharps (F$, C# and Gfi)
. C# minor, with four sharps (F+, Cf, G# and D{)
You will be expected to know both the harmonic and the melodic
forms of these scales (and of the minor scales set in Grade 2).

Notice that B minor has the same key signature as D major.

Therefore:
. B minor is the relative minor of D major. Similarly,
. F{ minor is the relative minor o{ A major, and
. Cil minor is the relative minor of E major.

69
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But the minor keys of course have different tonic chords from
their relative majors. Here are the key signatures and tonic
chords together:

Ffrminorffiffi:
c#minorffi ffi_d-

Below is a representative selection of the scales of all the above

keys:

descending6 harmonlc mlnor
ascending

without key signatures:

B melodic minor
without key signatures:##
with key signatures:

with key signatures:

Section 70

Ffr harmonic minor

7l

without key signatures:ffiffi
Ff melodic minor

wlth l{ey slgnatures:

re
Cil harmonic minor

wltn key slgnatures:

The new minor scales with flat key signatures are:
. G minor, with two flats (B[ and Eb )

. C minor, with three flats (Bb, Eb and Ab)
o F minor, with four flats (Bb, Et, Ab and D[)

Therefore,
. G minor is the relative minor of Bb major,
. C minor is the relative minor of E[ major, and
. F minor is the relative minor of Ab major.
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These are the key signatures and tonic
with flats:

chords of the minor keys

ascending

without key signatures:

descending
G harmonic minor

Gminorffi ry
Cminori*+ -F_d-

Fminorffi%=
Below are examples of the scales in all these keys:

with key signatures:ffire
without key signatures:

G melodic minor

ffiffi
UU

with keu sionatures:

ffiffi
UU

Section 77 73

C harmonrc mrnor
without key signatures:##

C melodic minorwrln Key srgnalures:ffiffi
F harmonic minor

with key signatures:

ffi%
without key signatures. F melodic minor

In earlier Grades you were asked to name only the 'number' of
an interval. But the number of an interval is not a full description
of it. For example, both of these are a 3rd:

yet they are not exactly the same. Grade 3 makes a start at
naming intervals exactly, although both notes of the interval will
belong to one of the scales you have studied, and the lower note
will stiil be the keynote (tonic).

In every major and minor scale, the intervals produced by the
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But in a minor key there are two different forms of the 6th
degree and two different forms of the 7th degree (compare the
ascending and descending forms of a melodic minor scale).

When they are lhe same as in a major key, the intervals they
produce are still major:

But when the lower forms of the 6th and 7th degrees are used,

the intervals become minor:

mlnor
7th

Putting all these together, we get the following intervals above

C, the keynote of the scales of C major and C minor:

75

€}€}
malor malor
6th 7th

€)
minor

6th

€}
perfecl

8ve
ma]or ma)or
2nd, 3rd

O.€)-.€)€}
mnor malor mrnor ma.;or perfect
6th 6th 7th 7th 8ve

major mmor
2nd. 3rd

e€}
perfect perfect
4th sth

€}
maJor
7th

perlecl pertect
4th 5th

Grade 3

4th and 5th degrees above the tonic, and by the octave, are all

described as'perfect':

74

perlect perfect pertecl
4th sth Sve

perlect perfect perlect
4th 5th 8ve

Note that these intervals are always the same both in major and

in minor keys. The 2nd degree also remains the same, and the
interval it produces is always a 'major' 2nd (even in minor keys):

#""0ffi=
ma]or
2nd

malor
2nd

However, the other intervals (3rd, 6th and 7th) are not always

the same. The 3rd is a 'major' 3rd in a major key:

a minor key:

h and 7th degrees make major intervals with
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This pattern of intervals is unchanged in all other keys, even
though they may require different accidentals, for example, in E
major and E minor:

2nd, 3rd 4th sth 6th 7rh Sve

agitato
alla breue

maior mnor
6th 7th

malor
2nd

The words major, minor and perfect (and others which we
shall meet in Grade 4) describe the 'quality' of an interval. Thus
the 'number' of this interval,

{t-- is a 2nd. and its quality is major.-a---e-

Below is a list of Italian words and their meanings (in addition to
those in earlier Grades) which you should know in Grade 3. (lt
is the same as the list printed in Music Theory in Practice,
Grade 3.)

adagietto rather slow (but faster than odogio)
ad libitum, ad lib. at choice, meaning that a passage may

be played freely
agitated

with a minim beat, equivalent to0(B ),

implying a faster tempo than the note
values might otherwise suggest

minor perfect perfect minor
3rd 4th 5th 6th

amore
antma

animato

ben

brio
comodo

deciso
delicato
energrco

forza
largamente
leggiero
marcato, marc.
marziale
mesto
pesante
prtma, prtmo
risoluto
ritmico
rubato, tempo rubato
scherzando, scherzoso
seconda, secondo
semplice
sempre
stringendo
subito
tanto
tranquillo
triste, tristamente
uolta

Section 72

love (amoroso: loving)

soul, spirit (con anima can mean
'with feeling' or 'spirited')

animated, lively (animando: becoming
more lively)

well
vigour (con brio: with vigouq lively)

convenient (tempo comodo: at a
comfortable speed)

with determination
delicate

energetic
force
broadly
light, nimble
emphatic, accented

in a military style

sad

heavy

first
bold, strong
rhythmically
with some freedom of time
playful, joking
second

simple, plain

always
gradually getting faster
suddenly

so much
calm

sad, sorrowful
time (prima uolfo: first time; seconda
uolfo: second time)

77
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A breve or 'double whole note' is a note with the time value of
two semibreves (: lour minims or eight crotchets etc.). Therefore
it fills an entire bar of ft.lt may be written in two ways: either as

tul or as n . A silent bar inftis shown by a breve rest:

Notice that it completely fills the space betuueen the third and

fourth stave lines. ft is the only time signature in which a silent

bar is not shown by a semibreve rest.

We saw in Grade 1 that a dot after a note makes it longer by hall
its value:

):).N
A second dot after a note makes it even longer, by adding hatf

the value which was added by the first dot:

) : ll.N
Examples:

t ) )l

tt\).-a at
ttl

d.da

I : I I N l: I NNc.. d a a' 4.. a atalvv

?, ).. .NJ I sr..l]J I
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Similarly, a second dot after a dotted rest lengthens it by half

the value which was added by the first dot. Strictly speaking, of

course, a second dot breaks the convention that each subdMsion

of a beat should start with a new rest (see Grade 2, pp. 35-6,
and Grade 3, p. 60). For instance, it would be standard practice

to write

Ll ?i.NJ 
I

rather than

t t.. .NJ I

Nevertheless, you may see double-dotted rests used in situations

such as this last example, which is certainly clear.

Regular time signatures are those which indicate duple, triple or
quadruple time - either simple or compound in each case. The

regular time signatures which we have used in earlier grades are:

in simple time

B (th."" quaver beats in a bar)

2 L ft*", three or four crotchet beats in a bar)

Z * ft*", three or four minim beats in a bar)

in compound time

g E l8 (t*o, three or four dotted crotchet beats in a bar)

Grade 4 examinations may include questions on oll regular

time signatures. In practice, some of these are rare (e.g. B- t*"
quaver beats in a bar), or almost never used (e.g.lfi - four dotted

minim beats in a bar). However, all of these are common:

q
7,

Section 3

in simple time

6 (for. quaver beats in a bar)

in compound time

9, ?, (two or three dotted minim beats in a bar)

rg fr ft (two, three or four dotted quaver beats in a bar)

In ff the notes and rests are grouped just as they would be in f ,

e.g.:

The difference behrueen the two is that f indicates two (crotchet)

beats in a bar, while ff indicates four (quaver) beats in a bar.

The grouping of notes and rests in the new compound time
signatures is the same as in $, $ and f (see Grade 3, Sections 2
and 3) except that:
in I and fl the time values are doubled, and

i" fo, fe and lfi the time values are halved. You can see this by
comparing the following examples:

81
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In compound time (where the beats are dotted notes) a beat may

be divided into two equal notes instead of the usual three. The

h,,;o notes are called a duplet. A duplet, therefore, is a group of

two equal notes which are performed in the time normally taken

by three of them. It is shown by a figure 2 alrove or below the

notes:

I

BJJJJ J I 9) ) ) ) )

A different way of writing the same thing is to add a dot after

each of the two notes:

g J-r: .r; I 9,) ) ) ). ) I

By using duplets in compound time or triplets in simple time,

it is possible to write a rhythm in either a compound time
signature or a simple time signature. For instance, all the exam-

ples below sound exactly the same - provided that the speed

of the beat (J ). ) ot J.) remains the same in all the

examples.

3

(J beag fl,fn f) I

(J.beat) gJ-Jl r) I o' gJ-I n I

-3-(J beat) A) ) ) ) ) I

(J. beat) 9, ) )
-2-

)) ) I o. 9,) ) ) ) ) I

...and so on.

Section 5

This sign x is called a double sharp. It raises a note by fr.uo

semitones, for example:

Fx (= G)

The sign which lowers a note by two semitones is a double flat.
This is simply two flats together, bb, for example:

You can see from these examples that the note 'G' on the

keyboard can also be called and written as Fx or Abb. In fact,

except for Ab/G*, every note on the keyboard can have three

names. For instance:

C:Bfi
C+:BX
D:CX

83

I

F#
+

Dbb

Db

E"
Ftt
F'

E'=D#
E:DX

ttt
Abb (= G) Ab Ah
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Notes which sound the same but have different names are some-

times said to be 'spelt' differently. They are also described as

enharmonic equivalents: Bfi is an enharmonic equivalent of
C; so is DFb; and all three notes are enharmonic equivalents of
each other.

The new scales in this Grade are those with five sharps or five
flats, namely,
. B major and its relative minor, Gf minor;
. Db major and its relative minor, Bb minor.
The key signatures of the two 'sharp' keys (B major and Gfi

minor) are:

@--,@

Scales in each of these keys are given below. You will see that

a double sharp (Fx) is required in Gfi minor scales. The Fx cannot
be replaced bV Gh, its enharmonic equivalent, because there

would then be no F of any kind in the scale.

ascending

without key signatures:
B major

descending

with key signatures:ffiffi
ffiffi

85Section 7

G$ harmonic minor
without key signatures:ffiffi
with key signatures:ffiffi

G$ melodic minor
without key signatures:

with key signatures:ffiffi
The key signatures of the new 'flat' keys (D[ major and BI minor)
are:

Wu,aW
Here are examples of scales in these keys:

ascendino" Db major
without key signatures:#
with key signatures:

descending
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Bb harmonic minor

with key signatures:ffiffi
Bb melodic minor

with key signatures:

without key signatures:

without key signatures:

ffiffi
All major and minor scales are described as 'diatonic' scales. The

various degrees of a diatonic scale (1st, 2nd, 3rd etc.) are known

by names as well as by numbers. We have already used one of

these names - the tonic, which is the technical name of the

first degree of the scale. Here is a complete list:

1st degree:

2nd degree:

3rd degree:

4th degree:

Sth degree:

6th degree:

7th degree:

Sth degree:

tonic
supertonic
mediant
subdominant
dominant
submediant
leading note
(upper) tonic

Section 8

The tonic is of course the 'keynote' 
- the basic pitch of a

piece, the bass note on which the music ends. But the 5th degree
of the scale, the dominant, can be said to 'dominate' the music
since it has a special relationship with the tonic which gives it a
particular importance in harmony. Another influential note is the
7th degree, the leading note, so called because when it
appears in a melody it is often followed by the note above it (the
tonic). In other words, the leading note 'leads' up to the tonic.
Notice that the leading note is always the major 7th of the scale:
it is always a semitone below the keynote, not only in major keys
but also in minor keys. (When a minor 7th is used, as in the
descending form of the melodic minor scale -

-

o-

- it can be described as the 'lowered leading note' or 'flattened

leading note'.)
The 2nd degree of the scale is called the supertonic because

it is the note above ('super' in Latin) the tonic. The 3rd degree is

the mediant (from a Latin word meaning 'in the middle')
because it is the middle note between the tonic and the domi-
nant. For example. in C major:

The 4th degree did not become known as the subdominant
because it is the note below ('sub') the dominant - although it
is! - but for a more complicated reason. The subdominant is the
same distance below the tonic as the dominant is above it:

a7

ao

usubdominant tonic dominant
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Similarly, the 6th degree, the submediant,
below the tonic as the mediant is above it:

is the same distance

A

---_

d 
submediani tonic mediant

The lower note of the intervals used in earlier Grades was always

the tonic: the keynote of the scale. In Grade 4 you will be

expected to know the interval between ony tvuo notes' provided

that they both belong to one of the scales you have studied, and

are not more than an octave aPart.

At the end of the section on intervals in Grade 3, there were

examples of all the intervals produced by the notes of the major

and minor scales above the tonic (see pp. 75-6). What you need

to know now is that the name of an interual does not change

if the same two notes are written with a dit't'erent key

signature. For instance, all of these are perfect 5ths:

and all of these are minor 6ths:

w##wffi
Likewise, all these intervals are major 3rds:

##ffi

Section 9

(because Gil is the 3rd degree of the major scale of E) even
though none of them has a key signature of E major.
Consequently there should be no difficulty about naming an
interval if its lower note is the keynote of a major or minor scale

which includes the upper note. The following examples name
and explain the intervals marked

(Key: F major)

a major 3rd, because E is the 3rd degree of the scale of C major;

(Key: C minor)

a minor 3rd, because D is the 3rd degree of the scale of B minor;

(Key: C major)

a perfect Sth, because A is the Sth degree of the scale of D major;

(Key: G major)

a minor 7th, because C is the 7th degree of the scale of D minor
(melodic form, descending).

89
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Naming an interval is more complicated when its lower note

is nof the keynote of a scale containing the upper note' For

example, neither the scale of Eb major nor the scale of Eb minor

includes the A! in this interval:

The interval must be a 4th (because it includes four letter names),

but it is notaperfect 4th. It is a semitone larger than a perfect

4th on E[:

In Grade 3 we needed only three words to describe the quality

of intervals: major, minor and perfect. Now we need two more:

intervals may also be diminished or augmented' The ways in

which intervals change their names when they are made a semi-

tone smaller or larger (but keep the same letter names) can be

summed up as follows:
. If the top note of an interval is lowered a semitone or the

bottom note is raised a semitone -
major intervals become minor.

minor and perlect intervals become diminished'

ne larger than a perfect 4th below A!

are we to call:

Section 9

. If the bottom note of an interval is lowered a semitone or the
top note is raised a semitone -

minor intervals become major.
major and perfect intervals become augmented.

It may help you to remember these name changes if you think of
them like this:

9r

diminished

augmented

major and perfect ---l

major ---------., minor and perfect 

-+ "" Pe"E*---l
mlnor

maJor

+mlnor I

We can now see that

ffi
is an augmented 4th, because it is a semitone larger than a
perlect 4th. It is the interval behveen the 4th and 7th degrees of
the scale of Bf major:

4+-
F
or Bb (harmonic) minor:

ffi
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Here are two more examples:

(Key: Eb major)

The interval

is a 2nd. D-Ei would be a major 2nd (because E is the 2nd

degree of the scale of D major); but D-Eb is a semitone smaller

so the interval is a minor 2nd.

(Key: B minor)

is a 5th. Ci-G would be a perfect 5th (because G is the Sth

degree of the scale of C major); but Cil-G is a semitone smaller

so the interval is a diminished Sth.

A triad may be built on any note of a scale, not just the tonic.

Grade 4 includes triads on the subdominant and dominant of the

scales you have studied, as well as on the tonic. For example, in

C major:

Section 70

-

tonic subdominant dominant

In minor keys the notes of triads are those of the harmonic form
of the scale. Here are the same three triads in C minor:

 I

-

tonic subdominant dominant

The note on which a triad is built is called the root of the
triad, so:
. the root of a tonic triad in C major or C minor is C;
. the root of a subdominant triad in C major or C minor is F;
o the root of a dominant triad in C major or C minor is G.

The tonic, subdominant and dominant triads are the primary
triads of a key. In major keys, all three triads are 'major triads'
because they all contain an interval of a major 3rd above the
root. In minor keys the dominant triad is also a mojor triad.
However, in minor keys the tonic and subdominant triads are
'minor triads', because they both contain an interval of a minor
3rd above the root.

The roman numerals I, IV and V are often used as 'short-
hand' signs for the tonic, subdominant and dominant triads
respectively, for example (in C major):

INV
You may find these shorlhand signs useful in your own work, but
you will not be required to use them in the Grade 4 examination:
you will be able to use just words if you prefer.

93
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Originally, the roman numerals were always written as capital

letters, and did not indicate whether the triads were major or

minor. But a useful development has been to use capital letters

for major triads only, and small ('lower case') letters for minor

triads, for example (in C minor):

This later method - known as 'extended roman'1 - is used in the

present book, atthough you should note that it is not used in

Grades 1 to 5 of Music Theory in Practice.lf you do wish to use

roman figures in the examination, either method will be accept-

able: you will not be penalised for using capital letters only. Here

is a list of the primary triads in all the keys set for Grade 4:

cmajorffiAminorffi
INVlrvv

Gmajorffi Eminorffi
Dmajorffi Bminorffi
AmajorffiFfminorffi
Emarorffi c4mrnorffiffi

BmajorffiGfminorffi
1 See Appendix D in Part ll ol The AB Guide to Music Theory

Fmajorffi Dminorffi.---ffi

Bb major

Eb major

Ab major

Section 77 95

G minor

C minor

F minor

Dbmajorffi=+ Bbminorffi

A chord is a group of three or more notes which are played or
sung together. In conventional harmony the basic chords consist
of notes belonging to a triad. A triad is, in fact, the simplest type
of chord. However, it is also a special type, because in a chord:
o the notes may be used more than once, at any number of

octaves higher or lower; and
o the notes are usually spaced out, with gaps between them.

These, for instance, are all chords made from the tonic triad of
C major:
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Because the bottom note (the 'bass note') of each of these chords

is the root of the triad they are all said to be 'in root position'.

In Grade 4 you will not be asked to write chords, but you may

be asked lo name certain chords in a few bars of music. The

chords will be tonic, dominant or subdominant chords only; and

they will always be in root position. All you need to know, there-

fore, is the key, and which degree of its scale the bottom note of

the chord is on. In this passage, for instance, the key is E minor:

a)
_i]

. The bottom note of the chord marked 1 is A, the 4lh degree

of the scale of E minor, so the chord is a subdominant chord

(iv).

. The bottom note of the chord marked 2 is B, the 5th degree

of the scale of E minor, so the chord is a dominant chord (V).

Here is another example, this time in A! major:

The bottom note of the chord marked 1 is Ab, the 1st degree

of the scale of Ab major, so the chord is a tonic chord (l).

The bottom note of the chord marked 2 isDb, the 4th degree

of the scale of Ab major, so the chord is a subdominant chord

(IV).

Section 72

o The bottom note of the chord marked 3 is Ab, so this is
another tonic chord (l).

Again, if you wish to indicate chords by roman numerals in
the examination you may do so, but you will notbe required to
do so; and if you do use them you will not be penalised for using
capital letters only.

A chromatic scale is a scale consisting entirely of semitones.
Therelore a one-octave chromatic scale contains o/l the notes
within an octave, e.g.:

A

However, the same scale could be written in many different
ways. This is one of them:

u

So the problem of writing a chromatic scale is not so much 'what

are the notes?'as'what arewe to call them?'. For instance, do
we write F-F+-G-cf-A or F-G!-Gi-At-Ah?

Chromatic scales are sometimes divided into fuio types: the
'harmonic' chromatic scale and variable forms of the 'melodic'
chromatic scale.2 In the examination you will not be required to
use either of these types. What you must remember, however, is

97

2 See The AB Guide to Music Theory, Partl, 4/6.
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that there must be at least one note on euery line and in euery

space, but not more than two. This succession of notes is

wrong, therefore, for two reasons:

It is easier for a performer to read a chromatic scale (or a part

of it) if it is written with no more accidentals than are necessary,

e.g.:

ffi 
rSSrirlP,€ioran 

1F___.;__}€=_Ee-

Unnecessary accidentals can be avoided by remembering the

sharps and flats in the key signature, if there is one, for example,

and

Also, it can be confusing when a note which is affected by the

key signature is not actually used. For instance, if the first scale

given in this section were 1o be written with an F major key

signature it would be better with a Bb instead of an Afi:

Section 73

And if the same scale were written with a B! major key signature
it would be better with an Eb rather than a Df :

You may be asked to recognise and name some commonly-used
'ornament' signs which indicate various decorations of a note.
The decorations are shown in two ways, either:
. by one or more small-size notes written immediately before

the full-size note which they decorate, l, fr, .ffi, .h )
and J, or

. by special symbols written above the stave: f , 
^.t, 

, 
^lv

and *

None of these symbols or small-size notes counts towards the
number of beats in a bar: the time values of the full-size notes in
a bar would be exactly the same without any symbols or small-
size notes which may be included in it.

The names which you should use in the examination for the
ornament signs are given below. (More will be said about their
names in the Grade 5 section of this book, where there will also
be an explanation of how the signs are interpreted.)

-kI".s# (notice the diagonal stroke through the stem

and flag of the small quaver): an acciaccotura
(the Italian name) or a 'crushed' note, or a
'grace note'. Like all the following small-size
notes it is often linked to the full-size note by
a slur, but this is not essential.

99
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_=-- -E-- groups of two or more

n fi ..c 
== 

- 

acclr,ccarure tnore ,rc-------1- 

- 

plural spelling) ,/ crushed

noles / grace notes. The

number of beams has no

significance.

&
T-L-+-

,{v

-
L-.1-

sc
-T'-

I+-

an 'upper mordent'

a 'lower mordent'

a 'turn'

, (notice that the

.f .l,J e.s.+ + + smallquaveris

- 

----f---- 

- 
without a diagonal

stroke): each of

these is ao appog-
gioturo (plural

appoggiature\.
There is no

commonly-used
Engtish alternative
for these Italian

words.

# (or trr-- ) ".g. f T= a 'trill' or 'shake'

- -.t e.g.

^lv e.g

6\9 e.g
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tt
As well as the G clef ( $ ) and the F ctef ( )t) lhereis also a C

clef . It is printed thus, lB. (The two upright lines at the left are

not bar lines; they are part of the clef.) When the C clef is

centred on the middle line of the stave it is called the alto clef,3

and the middle line then represents middle C'

Therefore these three examples all sound exactly the same, even

though they are written in different clefs:

In the alto clef, the key signatures of

so far are arranged like this:
the keys you have studied

ffiffi
The only instrument which regularly uses the alto clef now is the

viola, but in earlier times it was more widely used, particularly in

vocal music.

3 We shall see in the next Grade that a C clef can also be centred on the

4thline. and is then known as the 'tenor clef'.
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You may have to answer some simple questions requiring a little
knowledge of standard orchestral instruments. Orchestral instru-
ments are divided into four main groups: string, woodwind, brass

and percussion instruments. The standard string, woodwind and

brass instruments are listed below. In each column, the instru-
ment which can produce the highest notes is at the top, and the
instrument which produces the deepest notes is at the bottom.
When a clef is underlined it means that the instrument's music is

always written in this clef . Clefs which are not underlined are the
clefs which the instruments normally use, but others may be

used instead if the music goes particularly high or low.

Strings Woodwind Brass

violin (treble clefl flute (treble clef) trumpet (treble clefl

viola (alto clef) oboe (treble clef) horn (trebte ctef)

cello (bass clef) clarinet (treble clef) trombone (bass clef)

double bass (bass clef) bassoon (bass clef) tuba bass clefl

String and brass instruments may use mutes - devices which
soften the sound. The direction con sordini (or con sord.) means
'with mutes'; senza sordini (or senza sord.) means 'without
mutes'. Pizzicato (or pizz.l is a direction to string players to
pluck the strings with the fingers instead of playing them with the
bow; orco means that the bow is to be used again. In string music

the signs - and v are bowing marks, indicating a 'down' bow
and an 'up' bow respectively. A slur over or under two or more
notes ( - or 

- ) means that they are to be played in a single
bow-stroke, either up or down. Sul G means play 'on the G
string' and sul ponticello means play 'near the bridge'.

Traditionally, the standard percussion instruments in the
orchestra are timpani ('kettle drums'), the side drum, bass drum
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and cymbals.a Of these, only the timpani produce notes of defi-

nite pitch: thus at least two of them are included, tuned to
different notes (e.g. the tonic and dominant).

Below is a list of Italian and French words and their meanings

which you should know in Grade 4. (lt is the same as the list
printed in Music Theory in Practice, Grade 4.)

aJfettuoso
aJfrettando
amabile
appassionato
calando

cantando
come

lacile
fuoco
giusto
l'istesso

morendo
niente
nobilmente
perdendosi
possibile
quasl

sonoro
sopra
sotto

tenderly
hurrying
amiable, pleasant

with passion

getting softer, dying away (and usually

slowing down)

singing
as, similar to (come prima: as before; come

sopro: as above)

easy

fire
proper, exacl (tempo giusto: in strict time)
the same (l'isiesso tempo: at the same

speed)

dying away

nothing
nobly
dying away
possible lpresto possibile: as fast as possible)

as if, resembling

resonant, with rich tone

above

below (sotfo uoce: in an undertone)

a Many others, of course, may also be required, including some which are

often used in school music classes, such as the triangle and the xylophone
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ueloce

uoce

d

anime
ossez

auec

cOdez

douce
en dehors

et
l1gdrement
Ient
mais
moins
modOrO

non
peu
plus
presser

ralentir
retenu

sdns

trds
unr une
uil
uite

Grode 4

swift
volce

to, at
animated, lively
enough, sufficiently
with
yield, relax the speed

sweet
prominent (a direction to make a melody
stand out)

and

light
slow
but
less

at a moderate speed

not
little
more
hurry (en pressant: hurrying on)

slow down
held back (en retenant: holding back,

slowing a little)
without
very
one

lively
quick

Grade 5

Time signatures which do not indicate duple, triple or quadruple

time (either simple or compound) are described as 'irregular'.

The most common examples indicate five beats in a bar (quin-

tuple time) or seven beats (septuple time). In Grade 5, the only
irregular time signatures used will be [, [ , I and I.

Bars with an irregular time signature are almost always
combinations of two- (or four-) and three-beat groups. Here are

two examples:

(3+2 crotchets)

(4+3 quavers)

There are no special 'rules' about the grouping of notes and

rests: each subdivision of an irregular bar is grouped in the usual

way, i.e. just as it would be if it were a complete two-, three- or
four-beat bar. In the last bar of the I example above, for instance,

the tied notes follow the 4+3 pattern established in the previous

bars, and therefore are not written

:FI
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The simplest irregular time division is a triplet - a group of three
equal notes performed in the time normally taken by two of
them, e.g.:

3

fi p"rformed in the time .f JJ t: J I

Other irregular time divisions which you may meet are:

5 performed in the time of 4, e.g.t

5

) ) ) )J pertormed in the time ot a a ) ) l: a)

6 performed in the time of 4, e.g.:

6

) ) ) ) ) ) Perrormecl rn tne flme oI ) J J ) t: )l

7 perlormed in the time oI 4, e.g.:

performed in the time of |TJT e ))

9 performed in the time of 8, e.g.:
9

Notice that:
. 5, 6 or 7 notes in the time of a crotchet are written as semi-

quavers (i.e. with two beams), but
o 9 notes in the time of a crotchet are written as demisemi-

quavers (i.e. with three beams).

Section 3 l07

Here are two examples:

ffi
5

When an irregular group is performed in the time of a note

other than a crotchet (e.g. a quaver or a minim) its time values

are adjusted accordingly. For example:
. 5, 6 or 7 notes in the time of a quaver are written as

demisemiquavers,
o 9 notes in the time of a minim are written as semiquavers.

Compare these two examples with the two above:

9ffi#
5

The tenor clef is another C clef, Iike the alto clef. The differ-
encebetween them is that the tenor clef is centred on the Jourth
line, so it is the fourth line which represents middle C:

Because the alto and tenor clefs are so similar it is particularly

important to draw them carefully, and to notice which is which
in a printed piece oI music. Here the same melody is written out
for each of them, and for the bass clef, with all three at exactly
the same pitch:
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alto clef

tenor clef

bass clef

Grode 5

We have now met all the clefs which are still in regular use.

Note that the treble clef has the highest range of notes; the alto
clef a rather lower range; the tenor clef a lower range still; while
the bass clef has the lowest range of all. The tenor clef can be
used by cellos, bassoons and tenor trombones (although all of
them also use the bass clef). It is no longer used by singers, as

we shall see in Section 13.
You may be asked to transpose a melodic passage an octave

higher or lower, using a different clef . There was a similar exer-
cise in Grade 3, but only the treble and bass clefs were used

there. In Grade 5 any oI the four clefs may be required. This is

not a difficult exercise, but two mistakes are quite common. One
is to use the wrong C clef - to use the alto instead of the tenor
clef, or vice versa. The other is to write the melody at the wrong
pitch (usually at the some pitch, but sometimes two octaves
higher or lower). For instance, if the question asks you to 'trans-
pose this melody an octave lower, using the treble clef':

Section 4 l09

the answer is

,"tffi(samepitch)

Similarly, if the question asks you to 'transpose this melody an

octave higher, using the tenor clef':

the answer is

".rffi(samepitch)

and not ffi i'lu.o.,g .r"f).

In Grade 5 the new scales are those with six sharps or six flats
. F# major and its relative minor, Dfi minor;
. Gb major and its relative minor, Eb minor.
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These two pairs of scales are enharmonic equivalents of each

other: on a keyboard the notes of the scale of Ff major are

exactly the same as those of Gb major. So the notes of each of
the D# minor scales (harmonic and melodic) are the same as

those of the scales of Eb minor.
The scales of the sharp keys are given below, and those of the

flat keys will follow in the next Section. You will not be asked to
write out scales in the alto and tenor clefs, but you should know
the layout of the key signatures in all clefs. Notice now how they
are arranged in the sharp keys:

#@W+
ascending

without key signatures:
F$ major

descending

with key signatures:ffiffi
Df harmonic minor

with key signatures:ffi# ffiffi

Section 5

Df melodic minor

rll

with keu sionatures:

@

This is how key signatures of six flats are laid out:

wffi
Here are the scales:

ascending

without key signatures:#ffi
with key signatures:

Eb harmonic minor
without key signatures:

with key signatures:

descending
Gb maior
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without key signatures:

Grode 5

Eb melodic minor

with key signatures:@re
A diatonic interval is an interval between two notes which
both occur in the same diatonic (major or minor) scale. The inter-
vals explained in Grade 4 were all diatonic intervals. An interval
between hryo notes which do not occur in the same diatonic scale

is a chromatic interval. Here is an example:

No diatonic scale contains both Ab and Ff, so this is a chromatic
interval.

Most chromatic intervals can be named in the same way that
intervals were named in Grade 4 (see Section 9). For instance, if
the above interval had been

it would have been a major 6th, but the interval becomes a semi-
tone larger when the F is changed to Ffi, so Ab to Ffl is an
augmented 6th. Similarly,

Section 6 113

is a minor 6th, but

is a semitone smaller, so Cfi to Ab is a diminished 6th.
The interval between two notes which are a semitone apart

may be diatonic or chromatic.

is a diatonic interval - a minor 2nd - because both notes can

be found in one scale (e.g. A[ major or Dl major). It can also be

described as a 'diatonic semitone'. Its enharmonic equivalent

is a chromatic interval because there is no diatonic scale which
includes both C! and Cfi. It would most commonly be called a
'chromatic semitone', although it may also be described as an
'augmented 1st'. (Note that it cannot be a 2nd of any kind
because both notes have the same letter name.)

Any chromatic intervals which you are asked to name in the
Grade 5 examination will be intervals which can be named in the
ways described above. Elsewhere you may come across intervals
which cannot be named in ony of these ways, for instance, the
last of these three intervals:

ffi- per{ect augmented ?'

1 It is a 'doubly-augmented 4th', but not everg possibility can be covered
even by the word 'doubly'!

4th4th4th
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So far, the intervals which we have named have not been larger
than an octave. Intervals of more than an octave continue to be

numbered in the same way, e.g

2nd 3rd 4th sth

However, there is a trap here. It is natural to think of, say, ihis
interval:

as 'an octave and a 5th'.

#.F
but if you then go on to add 8+5 you will get the answer 13,
which is not the number of the intervaMt is actually a l2th (i.e.

7+5), as you will understand by looking again at the first example
in this Section.

There is another way of numbering intervals of more than an

octave. The intervals in the higher octave keep the same
numbers as the intervals in the lower octave, but add the word
'compound'. Compare. for instance:

€)e€}€}
6th 7th 8th 9th

(octave)

€)€}
4th 5th

.€>€}€}€}€}
10th 11th 12th 13th 14th 15th

2nd 3rd oFoF

Section B lt5

and

compound compound compound compound
2nd 3rd 4th 5th

In the examination you may give the number of an interval in
either of these ways. Whichever way you choose, lhe quality of
the interval remains the same, e.g.:

The triads in earlier Grades were always 'in root position'. Root-
position triads are also called 'five-three' triads (written !)
because the upper two notes are at intervals of a Sth and a 3rd
above the root, e.g.:

(Here, as in the examples which follow, the root of the triad is

printed as a black note.)
A triad may be rearranged so that the 3rd or the 5th, not the

root, is at the bottom. In these examples, triad (b) has the 3rd at
the bottom and triad (c) has the 5th at the bottom:

etc

cth

(a)
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. I{ the 3rd is the lowest note, a triad is 'in first inversion'

as in triad (b) above.
. If the 5th is the lowest note, a triad is 'in second inversion

as in triad (c) above.

A first-inversion triad is also called a 'six-three' triad (written

!), bn.ur." these are the intervals above its lowest note:

ffi
Similarly, a second-inversion triad is a I triad,

Section 9

with these typical chords derived from it:

lt7

v3V9v3VbVbVb

When roman numerals are used to identify triads as tonic or

dominant etc., there are two ways of showing whether a triad is

in root position, first inversion or second inversion' One is to add

'a', 'b' or'c' respectively. The other is to add the figures 3, 3 "t
[; ".s. 

(i" C major):

In the examination you may use either of these methods'

Chords also may be in root position, first inversion or second

inversion, depending on whether the root, 3rd or Sth of the triad

is the lowest note (or 'in the bass'). Compare this first inversion

o[ a dominant lriad in C minor:

ln Grade 5 you will be asked to identify certain chords in any of
lhe keys set for the Grade - i.e. keys with key signatures of up
lo six sharps or six flats. Below is a complete list of the root-posi-
lion triads whose notes these chords use. They are the triads on
the tonic, supertonic, subdominant and dominant (1, il, IV and V
in ordinary roman letters). In minor keys the supertonic triad is a
'diminished' triad, because the intervals above the root are a
diminished 5th and a minor 3rd, e.g. D-A[ in C minor:

lf you choose to identify chords by 'extended roman' symbols2
(as in the top line of the examples on the following page) you
should notice that a diminished triad is shown in lower-case
letters followed by a tiny circle: iio.

:' See Grade 4, p 94

Al ooW
') vb or V!
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C major

G major

Grade 5 Section 9 119

3Gfl minor

'Ffl minor

These are some examples of root-position chords made from
the triads listed above:

A minor

E major E minorffiffi
B major B minorffiffi
Ff major@ffi
F major

a) €} .)7f ll e-

Ff minor F major: I Bminor: i i iv

E major: IV ii V-

] Since the minor keys of A[, Db and Gb require more than six flats, they
are replaced here by their enharmonic equivalents.

G minor tC$ minor

D major D minor Gb major

A major

F minor

a)

Bb major Bb minor

Eb major Eb minor
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Bb minor: I

In the examination you may be asked to identify inverted

chords as well as root-position chords, as in these examples:

Section 70

Musicians oftenrefer to this progression as 'a six-four five-three',

because the first chord contains intervals (or compound intervals)

of a 6th and a 4th above the bass, and the second chord contains
intervals (or compound intervals) of a 5th and a 3rd. In the exam-

ination you will be asked to write [ ! U"t"* the appropriate
chords, as in these examples:

d c- r I.f Q 

=-,l

a4

A i vbimlnor: ib IV Ab major: I Ib iib V

a)

C$ minor: i ifb ib

You may also be asked to identify a particular progression of
chords: a second-inversion tonic chord followed by a root-
position dominant chord (lc-V). Both of these chords have the

dominant in the bass, e.g. in C major:

Mendelssohn: 'Hark, the herald angels sing'

65

a)
h3 Y

e) vat lt,

D major: I Vc Ib IV V IVc I

Andantino
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Bear in mind that you will only be asked to identify a [ !
progression on lhe dominant note (as in the examples above).

You will need to be careful about this because a [ ! progression

can be used on other degrees of the scale as well as on the domi-
nant. (See, for instance, the last two chords of the last example
in Section 9, which are also a [ ! Rrosression, but with the bass

notes on the tonic.)

Cadence points in music can be compared to places where there
are punctuation marks in prose or poetry. Just as a full stop is
used when a statement has been completed, so a cadence point
marks the end of a stage in music. Some cadence points are

more important than others - similar to the way in which a

sentence may be divided into sections separated by commas.

In music, a cadence is produced by a combination of features:

the rhythm, the rise and fall of the melody, and the use of partic-
ular chord progressions. However, in Grade 5 the cadence
points will be indicated. AII you will be asked to do is to suggest

suitable chords for them. The cadence points will occur in a

simple melody in one of these major keys: C, G, D or F.

A cadence requires two dit'ferent chords, and you will need to
know the pairs of chords which are regularly used. At this Grade,

they can be divided into two main groups:
. cadences which end on a tonic chord, and
. cadences which end on a dominant chord.

Section 77 123

There are two cadences which end on a tonic chord. By far

the more common of the two is the 'perfect' cadence: a domi-

nant chord followed by a tonic chord (V-l), e.g.:

.)+t7 U

The other is a 'plagal' cadence: a subdominant chord followed by

a tonic chord (lV-l), e.g.:

a)i)-ec 4
I

Cadences which end on the dominant are all called 'imper-

[ect' cadences. There are several chords which con be used

trefore the dominant chord, but in the examination you will need

lo use only I-V, ii-V or IV-V, e.g.:

IV

')l
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IVV

In the examination you may also be asked to choose a chord
to go belore two cadence chords, thereby making a progression
of three chords. A chord before two cadence chords is referred
to as an 'approach' chord. The chords marked x here are
examples:

t24

Again, it will always be possible to choose a suitable approach
chord from chords I, ii, IV or V.

The melody notes requiring chords will be marked A, B, C
etc. The only approach chord which is asked for in this example
is chord C:

C

a)

Section 77 125

You may indicate the chords in any one of these ways:
. by roman numerals, e.g. Chord A: ii; Chord B: V;
. by the letter names of their notes, e.g. Chord A, d-f-a;

Chord B: g-b-d;
. by writing notes on the staves. If you are studying harmony,

you may prefer to write notes on the staves in ways you are

used to, e.g.:

I lowever, this is not meant to be a full-scale exercise in harmon-

isation, and you will not be penalised for poor spacing, or for

laults in part-writing etc. All that is being tested is your under-

slanding of the basic chords which might be appropriate at

grarticular points. At their very simplest the chords can be repre-

strnted by root-position triads, e.g.:
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You may well find that a letter (A, B, C etc.) applies to two
notes, e.g.:

A-B

Section 72 127

. instruments whose notes sound a minor Srd lower than the

written notes. These are instruments 'in A', because when

they play a written C they actually sound A, e.g. clarinets in

A and trumpets i A;
. instruments whose notes sound a perlect Sth lower than the

written notes. These are instruments 'in F', because when

they play a written C they actually sound F, e.g. horns
(: French horns) in F and the cor anglars.

The music written for these instruments has to be transposed

if it is to sound at the right pitch. For instance, if a piece in G
major is played by a clarinet in Bb and a piano, the piano part

will be written in G but the clarinet part will be written a tone

higher (in A major). Thus, if this phrase for the piano

is to be repeated by the clarinet, it will have to be written as

in the clarinet part.

To prevent misunderstandings, musicians make a distinction

between the written pitch of a note and what they call its
'concert' pitch - the pitch at which it actually sounds. The first

note of the clarinet part above could be called either 'written E'

or 'concert D' (or 'D concert').
In the examination you will be asked to transpose a short

rnelody for an instrument in BF, A or F, either from iis written
pitch to its concert pitch or the other way round. What this

rneans in effect is that you will be asked to transpose a melody

in one of these ways:

C-DE

When this happens, both notes are to be harmonised by the
same chord. In this last example, chord A must be ii, because ii
is the only chord in D major which includes both e and b. But
chord C could be either ii (e-g-b) or IV (g-b-d).

If you choose to indicate the chords by the letter names of
their notes, remember to mention any sharps or flats which are

caused by the key signature. For instance, chord B in the last

example would be 'a - c{ - e'.

Some instruments produce sounds which are lower or higher
than those indicated by the written notes. A simple example is

the double bass, the deepest instrument in the string section of
the orchestra, whose notes always sound an octave /otuer than
the written notes. Another example is the piccolo (a small
version of the flute), whose notes always sound an oclave higher
than the written notes.

Other instruments produce notes which sound at other inter-
vals below or above the written notes. The most common are:
o instruments whose notes sound a tone lower than the written

notes. These are instruments 'in B[', because when they play

a written C they actually sound B!, e.g. clarinets in Bb and

trumpets in Bb;

a)
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up a tone

down a tone

up a minor 3rd

down a minor 3rd

up a perfect 5th

down a perfect Sth

Grade 5

(from concert to written pitch for an

instrument in Bb) or
(from written to concert pitch for an

instrument in Bb);
(from concert to written pitch for an

instrument in A) or
(from written to concert pitch for an

instrument in A);
(from concert to written pitch for an

instrument in F) or
(from written to concert pitch for an

instrument in F).

The question will tell you which of these intervals is required.

For example, you may be given a melody in D major, and asked

to transpose it up a minor 3rd, as it would be written for a clar-

inet in A. Your first task is to work out the new key. The minor
3rd above D is F, so the new key is F major. Next you write in
the new key signature (one flat), and then write out all the notes

a 3rd higher. But do not assume that any accidentals in the D
major melody will remain the same in F major. For example, Gfi

is an augmented 4th above the keynote in D; but the augmented

4th above the keynote in F is B!. Similarly a G! in D major would
become a B! in F major. So if the D major melody begins

the transposed version will begin

Alleerretto

-

Section 73 t29

Notice, too, that the Bf in the last example should nof be written

as C[ (its enharmonic equivalent):

^ 
Allegretto.ffi

( ), is a diminished 5th above the keynote, not the augmented

4 th it should be.

Remember to include any performance directions (tempo,

lrlrrasing etc.) which are given in the original - 
just as you

would need to do if you were transposing it for use in an actual

1rr:rformance.

I lrc most common combination of voices in a choir or chorus is

',( )pranos (or trebles), altos, tenors and basses: SAfB for short.

Mrrsic for these voices is very often written on t'wo staves, with

llrc soprano and alto parts on the upper stave and the tenor and

lr,rss parts on the lower stave. The stems of the soprano and

llrror notes always go up, and the stems of the alto and bass

rolcs always go down, e.9.,
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If the chord had been written like this:

it would mean that the olfos are to sing the B on the treble stave

and the sopranos are to sing the G. A note on a stave which is

sung by both voices is written with two stems, one up and one

down:

If the note is a semibreve it may be written as two overlapping
semibreves, or two written side by side:

When the four voice parts are combined on two staves, the
music is said to be written'in short score'. But if each voice part

has a stave of its own, the music is'in open score'. Here is the
first chord in this Section written in open score:

Section 73 l3r

You can see from this example that an important difference
between vocal music in short score and vocal music in open
score is the way the tenor part is written. In short score it is
written in the bass clef and at its actual (concert) pitch. In open
score it is written in a treble clef , an octave higher than it sounds.

Actually, the '8' below the treble clef is a sign that the part is to
lre sung an octave lower, e.g.:r:#
Iiut this is a fairly recent innovation, and you will not find the 8
in older music.

ln the examination you will be asked to transcribe a passage

irr short score into open score, or the other way round. For
irrstance, you could be given either of the passages below and
,rsked to transcribe it into the other. Whichever you have to do,
rnake sure that the notes are properly aligned - in other words,
llrat a note which should be directly underneath another note is
rlircctly underneath. If you are writing in open score, put in the
li [rclow the treble clef for the tenor. Each stave usually has sepa-
r,rlc bar lines, both in short score (below) and in open score (on

llrc following page).

Blow: Ode for St Cecilia's Day, 1691
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We saw in Grade 4 that ornament signs may be written as small-

size notes (e.s. i ) or as symbols (e g. * ). Whichever way they

are written, the time taken to perform them has to come from

the ordinary (full-size) notes. This can make it difficult to write

down the exocf rhythm of an ornament, and in Grade 5 you will

not be asked to do so. But you should know what each sign

represents, and you may be asked to replace written-out

ornaments by notes with the appropriate ornament signs.

Below is a brief explanation of the signs listed in Grade 4
(pp. 99-100). It is important to understand, however, that there

is rarely only one 'correct' way of interpreting an ornament sign.

Many things may have to be taken into account: for instance, the

tempo, style and mood of the music, and the period in which it

was composed. And even then much may be left to the discre-

tion and taste of the individual performer.

**)*
) The acciaccatura or 'crushed note' is played as quickly as

possible before the main note (the large-size note which follows

it). Depending on the circumstances, it may lal<c ils litttc lront

the main note itself or from the note beforcr il; [ltt irr c'ilhc'r t:asc

the main note takes the accent, e.g.:

ffimight 
be perfornr<xl .rs

On a keyboard instrument an acciaccatura may evcll lx' pl'rr7r'rl

simultaneouslg with the main note, and thctr rclr',r:;t'rl

immediately:

***
) or ) or .l The first of these appoggiatura signs ()) is tlartlitrr

ously similar to the sign for an acciaccatura (I), but the lwo liavtr

very different meanings. An appoggiatura is a note abovt: or

below the main note, but unlike an acciaccatura it has a mcilsrlr-

able time value. Also, an appoggiatura is always more slrongly

accented than the main note. Indeed, it pushes the main nolc on

to a weaker beat, or a weaker part of the beat. An appoggiatura

can therefore be said to 'lean against' the main note - which is

what the Italian word literally means.

Generally an appoggiatura takes half Ihe value of the main

note if the main note is undotted, e.g.:

Section 74 133
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b. or b* A 'trill' or 'shake' sign indicates that the written note

istoalternaterapidlywiththenoteaboueit,".s.#
The trill commonly ends with a 'closing pattern' involving the use

of the note below the last main note. These last two notes may

be written in as a pair o{ grace notes, e.g.:

ffi
pertormed*-ffi

-

but the pattern is performed in the same way even if the grace

notes are not shown. Until the early part of the 19th century, a

trill normally began on the upper note, e.g':

pertormed ut-ffi

The number o{ notes in a trill depends on the speed of the music:

a trill in a slow tempo will need more notes (and therefore

shorter time values) than one in a quick tempo' Compare, for

instance:

Moderatoffi
performed *ffiuno

134

#EFperrormediffi
or two thirds oI the value if the main note is dotted, e.g.:

It cannot be assumed that the time value in which the appog-

giatura is written is a safe guide to how long it should last in

performance. The last example above, for instance, would still

be performed in the same way if the appoggiatura were written:

And it has to be said that not all composers have used small-sized

notes (including I) consistently, or in the ways outlined above.a

Grode 5

performed ffi

a See The AB Guide to Music Theory, Part I, Ch 12 L3J
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Prestoffi
-"ffi

L3)

***
r & During the 19th century these two ornament signs came
to mean simply a rapid alternation of the written note with either
the note aboue it 1*) or the note below it (4v) , e.g.:

,t-t performeo -ff?= anotr!t

-f Performed -ffi'I ut

Strictly speaking, the lower form, ^t" , is a mordent (without
qualification); but this name has often been applied to the upper
form, * . To prevent misunderstanding, the two ornaments are
now generally distinguished as 'upper' and 'lower' mordents.

In the time of Bach and Handel, the * sign usually meant a

decoration beginning with the note above the written note,
followed by one or more alternations, e.g.:

-i o".for-ea f?l??- o, fllala'
-r 

gl:- :
This type of ornament was in fact a short trill or shake, and could
be indicated by any of the signs e , N or a. The lower form

^tv - the true 'mordent' (Mordant in German) - began with the
written note itself, but could also be followed bv one or more

^lvalternations. e g.: t performed
I

***

Section 74 r37

N The 'turn' symbol represents a group of notes consisting of:

the note aboue lhe written note;
the written note;
the note below lhe written note;

the written note again; i.e. 9 performed '+-

In the examples below, the four notes of the turn group are

markecl I .

A turn's rhythmical interpretation depends on whether the

symbol is placed directly over a note or further to the right. It
can also depend on the speed of the music. For example, a turn
directly over a note, e.g.:

^n9ffi
always begins immediately, but it might be performed

a-ffiffio

at a medium or slow tempo, or

A_ffi#_#
a)r-

at a fast tempo. If the turn is to the right of the written note it
always begins after the written note has been sounded, and then

leads straight into the next written note. For instance:

a 6\9ffi
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might be performed

When the turn comes alter a dotted note, e.g.:

the last note of the turn is always given the time value repre-

sented by the dot, in this instance the last B:

Notice that the first three notes of a turn group are always

equal in value, but the time value oi the fourth note is variable.

If you have to draw a turn symbol, make sure that you get it

the right way up, because there is a very similar but different

symbol called an 'inverted turn': - . This is interpreted in the

same ways as the ordinary turn except that it starts with the note

below lhe written note, so its basic pattern becomes +
(The inverted turn can also be represented as ,io 

- see The AB
Guide to Music Theory, Part l, 1,2/2b.)

Questions about a passage of music may include questions on

types of voices, and on a wider range of instruments than those

required in Grade 4. Below are some basic points which you

should know, but there is much fuller information in Part II of

The AB Guide to Music Theory.

Section 75 139

Voices
We saw in Section 13 that choral music is most commonly

written for voices of four different ranges: soprano (the highest),

alto, tenor and bass (the deepest).s But singers - especially solo

singers - are also classified in intermediate ranges' notably

'mezzo-soprano' (between soprano and alto) ;rncl 'baritone'

(between tenor and bass).

Orchestral instruments

Sf rings
The harp has been a much-used instrument in lltc ort:lrtrslra

since the Romantic period and is clearly a string inslrttnttrrrl, lrttl

nevertheless it is not regarded as a member of the.^lrirrl; scr /iort

of the orchestra.

Woodwind
The following additional instruments are versions o[ lltostr

included in Grade 4: piccolo (a smaller and thercfortr lrilllrcr

flute); cor anglais (similar to the oboe, but deeper); lrass t:lirritrct

(a deeper clarinet); and double bassoon (a deeper bassr>or r) Wilh

the exception of the flute and piccolo, all of thcrn;rrtr'r<rtrtl'

instruments, but:
. the clarinet and bass clarinet each use a single re<rcl, attcl

. the oboe, cor anglais, bassoon and double bassoon itll tts<r

double reeds.

Bross

Note that the brass section in a full orchestra incltttltrs lwc>

different types of trombone: normally two 'terror' lromtxrtttrs atrcl

one 'bass' (or 'tenor-bass') trombone.

s The distinctions between soprano and treble, ancl belwcctl altrl. crltrlrallo

and counter tenor are explained in The AB Guide to Music 'l'hutry. Parl

II. Ch 14.

Grode 5
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Percussion the following Italian and German terms. (They are the same as

Commonly-used percussion instruments in addition to those those printed in Music Theory in Practice, Grade 5.)

listed in Grade 4 include (amongst others!):
. (indefinite pitch): triangle, tambourine, castanets, tam-tam attacca go straight on to the next section of

(gong); musrc
. (definite pitch): xylophone, marimba, glockenspiel, vibra- dolente sad, mournful

phone, celesta, tubular bells. dolore griel (doloroso: sorrowful)

doppio mouimento twice as fast

Non-OrChestral instrqments estinto as soft as possible, lifeless

Some of the most widely-used instruments are not regular incalzando getting quicker

members of the standard orchestra, for example the guitar, saxo- lacrimoso sad

phone and recorder. The piano is another example, atthough it loco at the normal pitch (used to cancel an

very often appears as a soloist with an orchestra, e.g. in a 8uo direction)

concerto. Other keyboard instruments are the harpsichord, clavi- lunga long (/ungo pausa: long pause)

chord and organ. Organ music is normally written on three lusingando coaxing, in a sweet and persuasive

staves: the additional stave at the bottom is for the notes played style

on the pedal-board. misura measure (alla misura: in strict time;

The following directions reler to the use of the pedals in piano senza misura: in free time)

muslc: ossio or, alternativelY

una corda (literally 'one string') press the left piaceuole pleasant

pedal piangeuole plaintive, in the style of a lament

tre corde (literally 'three strings') release the te{t pochettino, poch. rather little

pedat rinforzando, rf, rt'z reinforcing

ft). I or P , press...release the right pedal segue go straight on

smorzando, smorz. dying away in tone and speed

Note these directions as well, teneramente, tenerezza tenderly, tenderness

mano sinistra, m.s. left hand fosto swift, rapid (but often used in the same

mano destra, m.d. right hand sense as troppo)

I spread the notes of the chord quickly, uolante flying, fast

starting from the bottom note
aber but

In Grade 5 you should understand the signs used to show reit- Ausdruck expression

erations and repeats (see Chapter 73 in The AB Guide to Music bewegt with movement, agitated

Theory), and you will also be expected to know the meaning of breit broad, expansive
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etn

einfach
etwas

frohlich
tmmer
langsam
lebhalt
mcissig

mit
nicht
ohne
ruhig
schnell
sehr
suss

trourig
und
uoll
LUentg

wieder
zart
ZU

Grode 5

a, one
simple
somewhat, rather
cheerful, joyful

always

slow
lively
at a moderate speed

with
not
without
peaceful

fast

very
sweet

sad

and

full
Iittle
again
lender, delicate

to, too

Index

accent, 28, 50
acciaccatura (crushed note, grace

note),99,100, 132-3
accidental, 18-79, 98-9, 728
alto clef, 101, 107-9
alto voice, 129,139
anacrusis, see upbeat
appoggiatura, 100, 133-4
approach chord,124-6
augmented interval, 90-91

augmented 1st, 113
augmented 4th, 91, 113,

128-9
augmented 6th,7L2
augmented 11th, 115
doubly augmented 4th, 113n

Bach, Johann Sebastian, 136
bal2-3
baritone voice, 139
bar line, 2,7,62,731
bass clarinet, 139
bass clef, 5-6
bass drum, 102
bass note, 96
bassoon, 102, 108, 139
bass voice, 129
beam, 3-4, 24-5, 26, 32-3,

56,60,6t-2
beat, l-2, 29-30, 33-7, 53-60,

62, tos
beat pattern, 63-5
brass instruments, 102, 139
breve,79

cadence,122-6
cadence chords, 124
C clef, see alto clef, tenor clef
cello, 102, 108
chotr,729-32
chord, 95-7
chord inversion, ll5-77 , 720
chord progression, L20-27
chromatic interval, Ll2'73
chromatic scale,97-9
chromatic semitone, 113
clarinet, 702, 726-8, 139
cle|, 5-6,7
common time, 2

compound interval, 1 14-15
compound time, 53, 54-60,

67-2,80-8t,82
compound duple time, 54,

55-8, 60
compound quadruPle time,

54-7,58-9, 60
compound triple time, 54-7,

58, 60
concert pitch, 127-8, 13L
contralto voice, 139n
cor anglais, 127,739
counter-tenor voice, 139n
crotchet, 7, 72, 24, 67, 106-7

beat,2,34,36
triptet, 30-32

crushed note, see acciaccatura

cymbal, 103

demisemiquaver, 6l-2, 106-7
diatonic interval, 112-13
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diminished interv al, 9 O-92
diminished srh,92, ll7, 129
diminished 6th, 113

diminished iriad, 117
dominant, 86, 87, 722

chord, 96, ll7, l2O-27,
722-3

triad,92-3, 776
dot, 14, 25, 53, 57-9,79-80,

138
double dot, 79 80

double bar line. 7

double bass, 102,126
double bassoon, 139
double flat, 83-4
double sharp, 83
double whole note, see breve
doubly augmented 4th, see

augmented interval
downbeat, 63
duplet, 82
duple time, 30, 54, 60

eighth note, see quaver
enharmonic equivalent, 83-4,

110,113,129
extended roman notation, 94,

777

F cleI, see bass clef
first inversion, ll5-17
five-ihree triad and chord,

1 15-16
flag (tail), 6-7, 6l
flat, 9, 18-19
flute, 102, 139

G cleI, see treble clef
grace note, see acciaccatura

half note. see minim

Index

Handel, George Frideric, 136
harmonic chromatic scale, 97
harmonic inferval, 23, 49
harmonic minor scale, 42-3, 47
harp, 139
horn (French horn\, 102, 727

imperfect cadence, \23 4
instrument, see brass instru-

ments, keyboard instruments,
orchestral instruments, string
inst ruments. transposing
instruments. woodwind instru-
ments

interval, 9-71,22-3, 43, 48-9,
73 6, BB-91, t72-13
see also augmented interval,
chromatic interval. compound
interval, diatonic interval,
diminished interval, harmonic
interval, major interval,
melodic interval, minor
interval, perfect interval

inverted turn. see turn

key,75,47
keyboard, 4-5
keyboard instruments, 140
keynote, 75,27,22,87
key signature, 15 77,21 2, 42,

47 8, tt}
Ab major, 68, 69
A major, 39, 41
B[ major, 40, 41
Bb minor, 85, 86
B major, 84
B minor, 69, 70
C minor, 71,72,73
C{minor,69,71.
D! major, 85
D major, 16, 17, 4l

D minor, 45,46,47
Dt minor, 110-11
El, major, 40-41
El, minor, 771-12
E major, 68
E minor, 44,46,47
F major, 17, 41, 47
F minor, 71,72,73
F{ major, 110
Ft minor, 69,70,7l
G[ major, 111
G major, 16,17, 47, 47
G minor,7l,72
Gt minor, 84, 85

leading note, 86, 87
ledger line, 7,38, 55-6
lower mordent, see mordent

Maelzel' s Metronome. 28
major interval, 7 4, 7 6, 88-9, 91

major 2nd,92
major 3rd, 88-9
major 6th, 112

major scale, 79-20,38, see also

scale

measure, see bar
mediant, 86, 87
melodic chromatic scale, 97
melodic interval, 23, 49
melodic minor scale, 42-3, 47,

AE

mezzo-sopraro voice, 139
middle C, 8

minim, 1,12,24
beat, 29, 34, 35, 36
triplet, 31

minor interval, 7 4-6, 88, 9l
minor 2nd, 92,713
minor 3rd, 89
minor 6th, 88

145

minor 7th, 89
minor 10th, 1 15

minor key, 75
minor scale, 42 3,89,.see olso

scale

mordent. 100, 1116

mute, 102

natural, 9, 19
note head. 6

oboe, 102, 1ll9
octave, 23

notation. 65 6
open score, l3O 32
orchestral instrumenls. 102 ll.

139,40
organ, 140
ornament,99-100, 132 u

pause, 28
percussion insiruments, 102 ll,

140
perlecl cadence, 723
perfect interval, 74, 88, 9l

perfect 4th, 113
perfect 5th, 88, 89
perlect 1.2th, 114

performance directions, 27 fi,
49-51, 7 6-7, 703-4, t4 t 2

piano,140
piccolo, 126,739
pitch, 13
plagal cadence, 12ll
primary triads, 93 l-r

quadruple time, 30, 55. 5u 9,

60
quarter note, sec crolchcl
quaver, 3. 12,24,61

beal,29,34, il6

lndex
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quintuplet, 106-7
quintuple time, 105

relative major key, 47
A minor, 47
B[ minor, 84
B minor, 69
C minor, 71
Cf minor, 69
D minor, 47
D*,/Eb minor, 109
E minolr, 47
F minor, 71
F$ minor, 69
G minor, 71
Gf minor, 84

relative minor key, 47
Ab major, 71
A major, 69
Bl major, 7l
B major, 84
C major, 47
DE major, 84
D major, 69
E[ major, 71
E major, 69
F major, 47
FillGb major, 109
C major, 47

repeat mark,28
rest, 12-73,33-7, 57-60, 62,

80
roman numeral notation, 93-4,

116, see o/so extended roman
notation

root, 93
root position, 96, 775, 1,79-20

scale, 10-12, 75, 19-20,47
Ab major, 68, 69
A major, 38-9

Index

A minor, 42-3,44,45
B[ major, 39-40
B[ minor, 86
B major, 84
B minor, 70
C major, 10-11, 15-16,

20-21,75
C minol73,75
C# minor, 71
Db major, 85
D major, ll,75,16,20
D minor, 45, 46
D$ minor, 110-11
EF major, 40-41
E! minor, 771-12
E major, 68, 76
E minor, 44, 46,76
F major, 12, t7, 20
F minor, 73
F{ major, 110
F# minor, 71
Gf major, 111
G major, 16
G minor,72
Gf minor, 85

scale degree. 19-21, 22-3,
74-5,86, r22

second inversion, 115-76. 72O
semibreve, 1, 12, 33, 130
semiquaver, 3, 72, 24, 26, 61,

106-7
triplet, 31

semitone, 9-ll, 22,97
septuplet, 106
septuple time, 105
sextuplet, 106
shake, see trill
sharp, 8, 18-19
short score, 130, 131
side drum, 102
simple time, 53-5, 58-60,

80-81, 82, see olso duple
time, quadruple time, triple
time

six-four five-three progression,
127-2

six-four triad and chord, 115-16
sixteenth nole, see semiquaver
six-three triad and chord.

tl5-t7
slur, 102
soprano voice,129, 739
staccato, 28,50-57
stave, 5-7, 729-32, l4O
stem,6-7
string instruments, 102, 139
subdominant, 86, 87

chord,96, 123
triad,92-3, ll7

submediant, 86, 88
supertonic, 86, 87

triad, 117

tail, see flag
tenor clef, 101n, 107-9,
tenor voice, t29,731
32nd note, see demisemiquaver
tie, 13-14, 25-6, 32, 56-7
time signature, 2-3, 7, 29-30,

53-5, 80-81
irregular, 105

timpani, 102-3
tone (whole tooel, 9-ll, 22
tonic,21.,74,86

chord,96-7, 722-3
triad,2l-2,95-6, ll7

AF major, 58
A minor, 48
B minor, 70
C major, 48
C minor,72
C$ minor, 70
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D major,27-2
D minor, 48
E major, 68
E minor, 48
F major, 21, 48
F minor, 72
Fil minor, 70
G maior,27, 48
G minor, 72

transposing instruments, 126-7
transposition, 66-7, 1,08-9,

726 9
treble clef, 5, 131
treble voice, 139n
triad, 92-6, 115-16

listed, 118-19
trill (shake), 100, 135
triplet, 30-32, 54,82, IOG

triple time, 30, 54-5, 58, 60
trombone, 702,139
trumpet, 102,726-7
tuba, 102
turn, 100, 137-8

upbeat (anacrusis), 63-5;
upper mordent, see rnordcllt

viola, 101, 102
violin, 102
vo\ces, 729-32, 139

whole note, see semit)r(,vc

whole tone, see tone
woodwind instruments, 102,

139
written pitch, 127-13
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